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Abstract
Object play provides a critical setting for early learning (West & Iverson, 2017). Previous
research has established a role for context (i.e., type of activity and parent input), in shaping
child touch behaviors. Although several studies have investigated the development object play,
many miss key characteristics of everyday environments. Using data from the Longitudinal
Study of Early Language (Naigles & Fein, 2017), we investigated how play is affected by
development, parent input, and engagement in various activities across both typically developing
(TD) children and children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). We analyzed object prompts
and independently coded moments toddlers touched and parents talk about the target of the
prompt and other distractor objects. Results revealed that children with ASD touched objects for
a lower proportion of time compared to TD children. Across all children, target touching was
highest during toy bag, which elicited a pattern unique from all other activities. Across all
activities, parents produced a higher proportion of target than distractor speech. Contrary to the
parent responsiveness literature, we did not find a significant relationship between child touch
and parent speech. These data underscore the value of understanding object play under more
ecologically-valid conditions.
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Introduction
Across the first two years of life almost all children around the world experience rapid
advancement in their ability to actively and independently engage with the objects in their
surround. This advancement in the ability to engage with objects comes from prior exploratory
behaviors with objects. Infants engage with objects in different ways—using their sensory
systems like the visual, oral, and manual/haptic modalities. Touch is an important way in which
infants learn about object properties and ways to interact with objects. Touch-based behaviors
include any manual contact with objects. While typically developing (TD) toddlers develop more
sophisticated tactile/touch-based interactions with objects, children with Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD) appear to lag behind (Landa & Garrett-Mayer, 2006; Provost, Lopez, &
Heimerl, 2007). For parents, infant fine motor development is often considered a revealing
window providing critical information about their child’s developmental progress (Iverson,
2010). Although the growing body is an attested contributor to changes in child object touch
abilities (Gibson, 1988; Gibson & Pick, 2000), developments in child object touch may also be
traced back to how children perceive key characteristics of the play environment such as object
shapes, textures, weights, colors, and sounds (Ruff, 1984; Bourgeois et al., 2005; Palmer, 1989).
In addition to child-related factors, traditionally, the role of referentially rich caregiver input has
also been found to significantly influence children’s manual engagement with objects. Studies of
fine motor development have traditionally focused on a role for referentially rich caregiver
feedback in organizing the child’s manual engagement with free play objects because during
dyadic interactions, actors will influence each other’s behavior cyclically (McQuillan, Smith,
Yu, & Bates, 2019; Elmlinger et al., 2019). However, an understanding of group differences in
the developmental trajectory of object touch abilities requires a closer look at touch strategies
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across many activities involving different types of objects with varying affordances. Previous
research has implied that physical growth (Gibson, 1988; Yoshida & Burling, 2013), diagnosis
(Landa & Garrett-Mayer, 2006), and context (Ruff, 1984; Chang et al., 2016) can spur changes
in object play, but this does not explain how interrelations among these attributes account for
variability in how children organize manual attention. The objective of the present study is to
examine the nature of object touch across a collection of contexts, to assess whether group
differences in touch pervade later development (i.e., toddlerhood), across diagnosis/etiology (i.e.,
TD and ASD), and within a wide-range of naturalistic activities.
1.1. Typically Developing Children
Several centuries of research has helped to define the development of child object touch,
starting with the empiricists of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries who methodically
catalogued child experiences across naturalistic observational studies. Piaget’s work (1930,
1932) in intellectual development was however the first to link play with cognition, proposing
that children think differently than adults and these differences are manifested in their everyday
(play) behaviors. In his seminal theory of cognitive development, he described children as
curious beings who construct and elaborate on mental models that facilitate their advancement
through developmental stages (Piaget, 1930, 1932). His theory that child action is informed by
objects, events, and people remains a well-attested principle (Piaget & Cook, 1952). A presentday integration of Piaget’s two views (i.e., stage-like development and context shapes action)
highlights that child development is a dynamic process by which continuous physical
interactions within the physical context (i.e. sensorimotor actions with objects) generate cyclical
information exchanges that help children construct their understanding of the world (Smith &
Thelen, 2003; Gottlieb, Wahlsten, & Lickliter, 1998). While empirical approaches to understand
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child experience have dramatically evolved, intensive investment in understanding the
endogenous and exogenous bases for early differences in play behaviors is still pursued in
current research.
1.1.1. Fine Motor Development: 6-12 months
During early infancy, the predominant tool to study fine motor development has been
real-time coding of the frequencies and durations of child behaviors across unstructured playbased activities. Such studies have illustrated that children develop the ability to reach and grasp
objects between 3 to 8 months of life (Ruff, 1984; Rochat, 1989; Lobo & Galloway, 2008;
Newell et al., 1989). There are specific periods within development, namely from 4 to 6 (Chang
et al., 2016) and 10 to 12 (West & Iverson, 2017) months, in which the proportion of time spent
touching objects during a play episode increases. Alternatively, Yoshida and Burling (2013) have
found that time touching objects steadily increases from 8 to 18 months of age, reaching
maximally approximately 70% of time in activity spent touching. Overall, results agree that by
the end of the first 12 months of life, children are holding objects for more than half of video
recorded frames (Chang et al., 2016; West & Iverson, 2017).
For parents and researchers alike, infancy is acknowledged as a time of dramatic
development for object exploration skills. A perception-action perspective on development,
among others, would suggest that as hands become more capable and active, children do not
engage with objects using all forms of exploration that they know. Instead, they selectively
choose which form of exploration is most useful given the realities of the moment (Bushnell &
Boudreau, 1993; Lockman & McHale, 1989; Palmer, 1989; Ruff, 1984; Gibson 1982, 1988;
Soska et al., 2010). Within the field of ecological psychology, the body’s ability to link
perception of environmental attributes to action has been conceptualized as an affordance
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(Gibson, 1988). Across infancy and interactions, afforded relations between the child’s physical
body and objects in the playscape change, such that from 6 to 12 months of age, children
increased real-time frequencies of fingering for object pairs differing in texture, whereas they
increased frequencies of rotating for object pairs of different shapes (Ruff, 1984). Similarly,
between 4 to 12 months of age children learn to alter palm configuration and manipulation
strategy (i.e., banging, grasping, and spinning) by object type (Newell et al., 1989; Bourgeois et
al., 2005; Fontenelle et al., 2007; Palmer, 1989; Lockman, 2000; Bertenthal & Clifton, 1998).
Thus far, research using real-time coding measures has found that infancy is important for object
touch development because children learn take advantage of object affordances and adapt
accordingly.
1.1.2. Fine Motor Development: 12 months and beyond
Across late infancy (i.e., 17- to 21-month-old), real-time free play measures illustrate that
fine motor behaviors increase in complexity (Fenson et al., 1976; Belsky & Most, 1981; West &
Iverson, 2017; McCarty, Clifton, & Collard, 1999). These changes in the second half of the
second year do not seem to affect the amount of time that children spend touching objects, in that
researchers have found no differences between children older than 18 months and those that are
12 months of age (Yu et al, 2009; Yu & Smith, 2012; Xu et al., 2011; Smith, Yu, & Pereira,
2011). Although many researchers have found that after 12 months of age there are no changes
in time spent touching objects, Burling and Yoshida (2019) recently illustrated that touching
behaviors do change after 12 months of age. Their findings suggest a gradual increase in
touching from 6 to 11 months and then sharp increases from 12 to 24 months; however, this
steep positive trend is characterized by more variance in behavior, with some children touching
for a really long time (~90%) and others touching objects barely at all (~10%). These studies
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offer mixed evidence regarding whether the percent of time spent touching objects changes
across late infancy and into early toddlerhood. Values from these studies provide a baseline for
expectations about fine motor capacities during toddlerhood, namely we would expect toddlers
to spend approximately 68% to 76% of their time in play touching objects. In addition to changes
in the amount of object touching, empirical work has suggested that the specific objects a child
touches change with age and activity. For example, in a study examining means-end behaviors,
experimenters examined the child’s ability to use a stick as a means to pull a farther toy close to
them (Van Leeuwen, Smitsman, & Van Leeuwen, 1994). Starting at 30 months of age, children
reliably touch a stick if the activity is to reach a far object, but touch a hook for an activity with a
closer one (Van Leeuwen et al., 1994). Moving into toddlerhood, then, tool-use researchers (e.g.
Van Leeuwen et al., 1994; Lockman, 2000; McCarty et al., 1999) have suggested major object
touch developments in distributions of time spent touching some objects over others; that is,
toddlers appear to reallocate amount of touching to objects in a way that reflects perceived
activity goals. For example, Jung, Kahrs, & Lockman (2015) examined touching behaviors for
16- and 33-month-old toddlers completing an object fitting task. They found that older children
(33-month-olds) were better at selectively and appropriately relating objects to the target,
illustrating a knowledge of how present objects alter affordances within an activity. The idea that
children use the environment as a frame of reference to understand their interactions with objects
should be replicated and extended in terms of how children learn to coordinate information from
objects across different play activities and across development.
1.1.3. Reciprocal Roles of Maternal Input and Child Touch
The content of parent speech reflects (among other things) what infants are doing with
their hands. Infant action may implicitly organize the verbal context (i.e., parent input) by
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signaling interest for a specific object. For example, from 4 to 9 months, parent input within 2
seconds of infant touch is the most likely to include object names compared to all other input,
meaning that parent speech seems to be aligned with the target of infant touching (Chang et al.,
2016). Chang and colleagues (2016) found that for over half of the instances when the infant
switched to touch a different object, the parents also switched their naming to reflect the new
object. Through touching objects, then, children refocus parent behaviors in a way that makes
parents more likely to respond to the object of infant interest. Infant manual engagements shift
the parent’s opportunities to provide critical responsive feedback that highlights associations
between referents and labels (Gentner, Loewenstein, & Hung, 2007). Researchers have
postulated that parent input may mediate the relationship between child fine motor development
and language acquisition (Chang et al., 2016; West & Iverson, 2017). Free play studies have
shown that larger vocabularies are associated with more frequent instances of relevant parental
input during object holding (Yu & Smith, 2012). Understanding the nature of parent referential
speech and how it relates to child object touch is thus important to characterize contexts ripe with
learning opportunities.
However, this link between child object touch and parent labelling may be
developmentally sensitive; for example, when 12-month-old infants within a comparable play
context touched objects, parents consecutively provided language with more adjectives or
predicates referring to the objects (e.g., ‘the red one’; Chang & Deák, 2019), whereas 14-monthold infants received more referential language (i.e., nouns and pronouns for objects) often within
3 seconds of their object exploration rather than regulatory language (i.e., ‘Stop it’) (TamisLeMonda, Kuchirko, & Tafuro, 2013). Temporal windows used to compare child touch to parent
speech may account for differences amongst these finding; yet, together, findings broadly
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indicate that the frequency of object touching relates subsequently to the content of parent
referential speech. Similar links between child touch and parent referential speech have been
found by home and laboratory-based free play studies of toddlers (see also Yu & Smith, 2012;
Yu, Smith, Shen, Pereira, & Smith, 2009; Suanda, Barnhart, Smith, & Yu, 2019; West &
Iverson, 2017). Throughout infancy, the independent measures of the proportion of parent
utterances with labels (29% to 34%) and the proportion of child object touching (64% to 71%)
do not seem to change (West & Iverson, 2017). Moreover, the highest proportion of parent
labelling occurs within episodes of infant object touch.
Relationships between child action and parent input are likely bidirectional—the parent’s
input may also reciprocally inform what the infant will act on next. Belsky, Goode, and Most
(1980) reported that mothers who used more verbal attention-focusing strategies, such as naming
objects, had 9-18-month-old children who engaged in more frequent and diverse (i.e.,
sensorimotor, functional, etc.) bouts of manipulative exploration. Similarly, responsive-type
speech—input that is prompt, sensitive, and contingent to the child’s previous play interests—
can also reinforce the child’s interest in toys, potentially extending child manual attention with
toys. This might mean that parents who talk more about the target object that their child is
touching reinvigorate that child’s interest in that object. For example, parents who provide more
prompt and contingent feedback for child play interests increase the likelihood that their children
(16- to 25-months-old) will engage in more frequent extended object touching episodes versus
more frequent manual attention switches between objects (McQuillan et al., 2019; Elmlinger et
al., 2019). Referring to fewer objects versus switching frequently between multiple objects and
labelling them may thus increase the duration of child hand activity on objects.
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1.1.4. Maternal Input by Activity
The context in which the behavior is observed can fundamentally alter our understanding
of the linguistic input parents provide during child object touching (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2017,
Soderstrom & Wittebolle, 2013; Walker & Armstrong, 1995; Hoff-Ginsberg, 1991). The nature
of parent input during child play has been examined across contexts of naturalistic play versus
during structured play in lab-based settings, showing that engagement in different activities
affects parent input. Tamis-LeMonda and colleagues (2017) compared how maternal input for
13-month-old children varied during 5 minutes of structured play with experimenter-provided
toys versus 45 minutes of naturalistic routine-based play interactions. Structured contexts
constrained the free play materials that children could interact with (e.g., sponge, nesting cups,
telephone, truck, people within the truck, blocks, doll, tea set, brush, and comb), whereas
naturalistic contexts allowed children to engage in ‘their routines unconstrained by task, location,
position, or materials’ including a variety of activities (e.g. feeding, booksharing, grooming, free
and free play) and objects (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2017, p.3). While there were many similarities
in parent input across contexts, results suggested that differences in activities between
naturalistic and structured play contributed to differences in parent input. For example, parent
language production during free play only (structured, lab-representative context) was denser
compared to parents engaged in several routine activities (naturalistic, home-representative
context) (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2017). During the lab-representative tasks, parent produced
more words overall, many more different words by minute, and fewer instances of silence
(Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2017). Compared to lab-based play, home-based play often offers many
more objects to touch across diverse activities, and ultimately, parent input adapts to meet the
demands of multi-activity routine play versus free play.
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Parent input within messier, naturalistic contexts is interesting because there are more
objects and so the scope of information that parents could discuss is wide. Input studies find that
activity shapes the structure and content of parent utterances across naturalistic play. For
instance, researchers have found that parents of children ranging from 12 to 29 months of age
provide more words overall during reading time compared to activities such as mealtime,
personal care, and toy play (Hoff-Ginsberg, 1991; Soderstrom & Wittebolle, 2013). Within the
previously mentioned studies, context effects during toddler play were examined across this 12
to 29 month age group because all children were at the same language level. The specific object
of interest can alter both the structure of input, and critically, the frequency of referential input.
O’Brien and Nagle (1987), Tardif, Gelman, and Xu (1999), and Tamis-LeMonda et al. (2019)
highlighted that input profiles change with object type: parents used more language overall, more
questions, and more nouns within doll play and booksharing in contrast to vehicle, shape-sorter,
and free play contexts. Which activities parents and their children participate in informs the
organization of parent input and is evident even within the quantity of referential utterances.
1.1.5. Gaps in the Typical Development Literature
Although the developments in fine motor play for TD children have been expansively
documented within their own foci, lack of interaction between subfields has resulted in several
key gaps. For instance, laboratory-based free play may spotlight less frequent behaviors than
those from daily life. This is because child touch opportunities are constrained to between one
and four objects (see Bushnell & Boudreau, 1993; Palmer, 1989; Ruff, 1984; Smith et al., 2011;
Yu et al., 2009; Suanda et al., 2019), and the objects are either novel or comprise familiar toys
such as teddy bears and rattles. Alternatively, home-based studies (see Belsky & Most, 1981;
West & Iverson, 2017) often include many more diverse objects. Home contexts thus show
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behaviors as they unfold naturally but may not show behaviors of interest at high frequencies.
However, in spite of evidence from input (see O’Brien & Nagle, 1987) and tool-use (see Van
Leeuwen et al., 1994) studies suggesting that activity informs object focus, researchers have
generally limited their investigations to a single activity—observation of naturalistic touching
behavior without prespecified goal for methods play with allocated objects (i.e., toy bag play—
e.g., Fenson et al., 1976; Belsky & Most, 1981; Ruff, 1984; Fontenelle et al., 2007; Yu et al.,
2009; Smith et al., 2011; Yu & Smith, 2012; Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2016;
West & Iverson, 2017; Suanda et al., 2019). Furthermore, play research has not established how
child touch responds to changes in the relevant referent for attention: touching a book might be
important for reading but less relevant during stacking. A portrayal of how age and activity
jointly shape whether the child will focus on goal-appropriate objects is needed. Within object
play research, objects have been traditionally defined in terms of the target of child attention,
whereas the large number of activity-irrelevant objects receive less attention in analysis. Visual
attention researchers have found that with age (i.e. from 10 to 24 months), children become
better at maintaining attention to target objects and ignoring all other competing stimuli (i.e.,
distractors; Kannass, Oakes, & Shaddy, 2006; Ruff & Capozzoli, 2003; Ruff, Capozzoli, &
Saltarelli, 1996). However, such research does not describe distributions of object touch. A better
characterization of child object touch behaviors in TD children and how they relate to parent
referential input would require studying different distributions of focus to objects across many
activities. This in turn would also have implications for children’s manual exploratory and
problem-solving skills, i.e., across activities do children choose to touch certain target objects
versus distractors? Also, do they choose to touch specific parts of objects versus others, which
also has implications for how they will explore objects and earn object affordances. A final
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related gap has been that studies have limited their examination of developments in child touch
and parent input to infancy (i.e., before 24 months of age), potentially because of indications that
amount of child touching and parent referential input stabilizes during toddlerhood (e.g., Smith et
al., 2011; Yu & Smith, 2012; Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2013; Chang et al., 2016; West & Iverson,
2017; Chang & Deák, 2019, passim). As research has overwhelmingly focused on a single
activity, it is unclear whether child object touch skills and parental referential input are contextdependent; that is seeded in specific activities and objects at specific times during toddlerhood.
1.2. Children with Autism spectrum disorder
While typically developing (TD) children experience rapid developments of fine motor
abilities, children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) often show a delayed trajectory of
development. ASD is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by differences in social
interaction and communication, as well as restrictive and repetitive behaviors; approximately 1%
of the population is affected by ASD (Baird et al., 2006). Although not included in the diagnostic
criteria, atypical trajectories in the fine motor domain are frequently reported in children with
ASD (Hellendoorn, Wijnroks, Van Daalen, Dietz, Buitelaar, & Leseman, 2015; Provost,
Heimerl, & Lopez, 2007; Ozonoff et al., 2008; Koterba et al., 2014; Iverson et al., 2019). Due to
the amassing evidence that fine motor impairments stretch across the spectrum, however, some
researchers have begun to suggest that motor impairment also underlies the ASD phenotype
(Fulceri et al., 2019; Ament et al., 2015). With this suggestion has come a call for researchers to
characterize the vast range of motor capabilities present in children with ASD across
development (Fulceri et al., 2019; Ament et al., 2015; Liu, 2013). Because earliest accurate
detection of ASD occurs within the second year of life, many fine motor studies have focused on
prospective data that includes younger siblings of children with ASD, a group of children with
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increased biological risk of ASD recurrence, also called high-risk ASD or HR children (18.9%
more than the larger population; Messinger et al., 2015). A search for systematic early object
play differences linked to ASD diagnosis and a rationale for why these differences might arise is
the dominant focus of the field of fine motor development in ASD (Ruggeri et al., 2019; Moraes
et al., 2017; Robertson & Baron-Cohen, 2017; Tomcheck, Huebner, & Dunn, 2014; Craig et al.,
2016).
1.2.1. Fine Motor Development : 6-12 months
Across early infancy, researchers have predominantly used free play to assess fine motor
development, showing striking similarities and differences in object play for TD and HR
children. Using a prospective solo free play design at home, Libertus and colleagues (2014)
showed that 6- and 10-month old HR children did not exhibit any delays in overall proportion of
time spent touching objects compared to age-matched low risk (LR) children. While 6- and 10month-old HR children did grasp objects less frequently (Kaur et al., 2015) and for a smaller
proportion of time in activity (Libertus et al., 2014) compared to age-matched LR children, by 15
months of age, HR children were no longer different in grasping frequency (Kaur et al., 2015).
Koterba and colleagues (2012) found that during social free play, rates of specific manual
exploration types (i.e., transferring and turning/rotating) did not differ between 6- or 9-month-old
HR and LR infants.
Another method has included retrospective home video analyses of parent-child daily
interactions. These studies have focused on participants engaged in an assortment of activities—
such as birthdays, bath time, and play sessions. Comparing activities across children, analyzed
frames were consistent in the number of interactants, levels of physical restriction, types of
events, and number of events. Results have indicated that 9- to 12- and 15-to 18-month-old age-
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matched TD children and HR-ASD were comparable in their durations of simple object
manipulations (i.e., banging, mouthing, pushing a button; Baranek et al., 2005). However, HRASD children used objects in more repetitive ways and less sophisticated ways than TD controls.
For instance, HR-ASD children participated in lower frequencies of functional (i.e., dialing
buttons on a phone), relational (i.e., disassembling and reassembling toys), and pretend play at
each time point (Baranek et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2017). Ozonoff and colleagues (2008) also
reported excessive object manipulations via frequencies of spinning and rotating in 12-month-old
HR-ASD children. Taken together, these studies indicate that HR children and children with
ASD show reduced frequency, complexity and diversity for specific fine motor behaviors
compared to LR peers. However, in both LR and HR children, play behaviors have been
observed to change with age; across development some initially reduced fine motor abilities
approached typical levels in HR children although other delays persisted.
Relationships between ASD and fine motor behaviors during the first 12 months of life
have also been assessed using standardized assessment (experimenter-administered) and parent
report measures. Libertus and colleagues (2014) used the fine motor subscale of the Mullen
Scales for Early Learning (MSEL; Mullen, 1995) and reported reduced FM skill in HR infants (6
and 10 months of age). Leonard and colleagues (2014) found that HR infants performed worse
on fine motor subscales of the MSEL and Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scales (VABS-II) from
7 to 36 months of age compared to age-matched LR infants. Furthermore, fine motor skills on
the MSEL differentiated HR children with and without ASD diagnosis at 36 months. Iverson and
colleagues (2019) similarly found that HR 6-month-olds had significantly poorer fine motor
skills compared to age-matched LR infants according to MSEL-FM and that these fine motor
skills predicted ADOS severity scores at 36 months but were not specific to ASD.
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The research reviewed has suggested that TD children and children with ASD vary in
their developmental timelines for fine motor play. One broader difference between these two
populations has been that children with ASD manifest delays in numerous aspects of their objectbased fine motor behaviors.
1.2.2. Fine Motor Development : 12 months and beyond
There is a growing interest in characterizing persistence in fine motor delays for children
with ASD (Iverson et al., 2019; Leonard, Elsabbagh, & Hill, 2014; LeBarton & Iverson, 2013;
Kaur et al., 2015), partially because similar to TD children, studies with ASD have linked fine
motor skill with language between through the preschool years (LeBarton & Iverson, 2013;
Hellendoorn et al., 2015; West, 2019; LeBarton & Landa, 2019). For instance, Stone and Yodor
(2001) found that two-year-old children with ASD who more successfully imitated fine motor
behaviors also had better expressive language in year four. Fine motor ability from 12 to 24
months also predicted language differences at 36 to 46 months for children who obtained the
ASD diagnosis (LeBarton & Iverson, 2013; Hellendoorn et al., 2015).
Furthermore, clues of motor differences before diagnosis and language mastery have led
researchers to suppose that motor differences could be an early feature of ASD that reaches past
the first year of life (Ozonoff et al., 2008). Free play studies following up on this claim that
motor differences emerge early have reported that during early toddlerhood, HR children
continue to show key differences in object touch behaviors. Wilson and colleagues (2017) as
well as Christensen and colleagues (2010) have found that functional actions were less frequent,
more repetitive (i.e., less diverse), and less complex for 18-month-old HR children engaged in
free play compared to age-matched TD controls. Broadly speaking, free motor play studies have
yielded evidence that early FM delays in performance stretch into the early preschool years and
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may have implications for the learning opportunities that these children experience.
Whereas free play measures are most common in TD studies, most studies have
employed standardized testing and parent report to assess FM abilities for children suspected of
or diagnosed with ASD. LeBarton & Iverson (2013) asked parents to report their child’s motor
planning at 12 and 18 months via the Infant Oral- and Manual Motor Interview (IOM) and to
complete the MSEL-FM subscale at 24 and 36 months. Findings illustrated that, in general, HR
children showed lower motor performance (with greater variability) than TD peers at all ages
(LeBarton & Iverson, 2013). However, also using the MSEL-FM subscale, Landa and GarrettMayer (2006) found that reduced fine motor skills in the HR group were not present at 6 or 14
months, but had emerged at 24 months of age. Depending on assessment use (i.e., IOM v,
MSEL-FM subscale), results have greatly differed in when FM difficulties first arise, indicating
anywhere between 12 to 24 months. Furthermore, using Bayley Scales of Infant Development2nd Edition and the Peabody Developmental Motor Scales-2nd Edition (PDMS), Provost, Lopez,
and Heimerl (2007) found that 21-41-month-olds with and without ASD exhibited fine motor
abilities lower than age-appropriate standards. These findings are consistent with the early
infancy free play literature of ASD, specifically after 12 months of age, described above, where
the existence of general fine motor discrepancies is strongly asserted for children with ASD.
1.2.3. Gaps in the Autism Literature
Many of the gaps previously discussed within the fine motor literature for typically
developing children are also present for children with ASD. For instance, methods used to
pinpoint object touch discrepancies have been exceedingly variable in two ways. First, some
studies have examined free play at home (Koterba et al., 2014; Baranek et al., 2005; Wilson et
al., 2017; Kaur et al., 2015) and others have brought families into laboratory settings (Ozonoff et
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al., 2008). Furthermore, confinement to booster seats (Kaur et al., 2015) or a parent’s lap
(Koterba et al., 2014) during play has limited the number and types of objects that children can
touch. Immobile children are told what the target of the activity is and cannot locomote to
interact with other distractor objects. Laboratory activities may therefore illuminate contrived
instances of on-task play rather than illustrating real-life perceptual and behavioral experiences.
While home-based videos provide ecologically valid insights into patterns of child behavior
(Baranek et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2017), research using these videos have included contexts
that are so uncontrolled. Within these studies of routine play, number of objects, types of objects
and the activities engaged in are inconsistent across children. For example, one child may have
engaged in free play with 10 objects, while another is only provided with three objects.
Unconstrained methods result in findings derived across many different contexts. Given that
object affordances may shape exploration strategies (Kaur et al., 2015), it is critical to consider
how contexts of object play, both at home and during semi-structured activities, alter patterns of
touch. Due to our knowledge of object touch deficits in ASD, we might expect differences in
when children adapt their touch strategies to match the affordances of the target objects by
activity.
Moreover, while TD research has indicated the relevance of parent input, ASD research
has not considered child touch and parent input within a single study. Smith, Jayaraman, Clerkin,
and Yu (2018) have suggested that investigating play in an ecologically valid context is
important because it invites variability into the system that drives change rather than assumes, as
in lab research, what the essential invariants for development might be.
A third source of variability in methods has involved the procedures, which have
included a mix of standardized assessments (i.e., MSEL, Bayley, PDMS, VABS), parent report
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measures (i.e., IOM), and free play. Standardized FM assessments often include checklists to
assess presence of abilities such as: grasping objects, stacking blocks, drawing paths, and turning
pages in books. Ozonoff and colleagues (2008) suggested that methods shape characterizations
of object touch development, in that standardized assessments depict aggregate object
performance but fail to characterize how specific features of the environment might relate to time
spent touching objects. Moreover, translating results between methods is not a trivial task, and is
needed because while clinicians use standardized assessments to diagnose neurodevelopmental
disorders (i.e., ASD), they also acknowledge that children live in the real word and interventions
need to be designed to reflect this reality. Developmental psychologists are primarily concerned
with studying real-life behaviors that are telling of everyday learning experiences and these
behaviors are not completely described by standardized assessments.
A final broader gap within the ASD literature is that since ASD is not diagnosable until
the second year of life, study populations have seldom involved children actually diagnosed with
ASD, and have disproportionately spotlighted younger siblings of children with ASD (HR
infants). Longitudinal diagnostic outcomes are not consistently included in studies, but those that
do assess outcomes (see Leonard, Elsabbagh, Hill & the BASIS team, 2014; Iverson et al., 2019;
LeBarton & Iverson, 2013) show that FM abilities differentiate ASD diagnostic severity amongst
HR infants. Similar to TD studies, examination of object touch developments in ASD past
infancy have been predominantly restricted to children under 24 months of age, when children
with ASD still struggle to execute FM actions. What object touch development might look like
for even older toddlers with ASD (i.e., after 30 months) has not been directly studied. No study
has examined how diagnostic group (TD vs. ASD) and activity might inform parent input and
child object touch across various timepoints during late toddlerhood. A more in-depth
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characterization of child play interactions in regards to group, activity and later points across
development is needed to establish a cohesive depiction of everyday play environment.
1.3. Prospectus
The objective of the present study is to address three gaps within the literature, all of
which concern a role for context in shaping child object touch abilities. First, although studies
report that children differentiate touch by object properties, most studies during toddlerhood
have focused on a single free play activity rather than comparing touch across different object
classes across activities. Second, while studies suggest that TD infants and infants with ASD
differ in object touch abilities, none have explored whether these differences persist later in
development. This limitation may reflect assumptions about the importance of object touch
during infancy for learning; we assess whether group-level differences in object touch are
present across toddlerhood. Third, child object touch has been linked to parent referential input,
but how this relationship differentially changes as a function of activity across development
between TD toddlers and toddlers with ASD has not been explored.
Although achievements in child object touch have been well-documented (West &
Iverson, 2017; Bushnell & Boudreau, 1993; Lockman & McHale, 1989; Palmer, 1989), little
research has been done on how developments reflect sensitivities to information from the
context. Therefore, how time spent touching objects changes by activity, across toddler
development, and in relation to parent input remains unknown. The Longitudinal Data-Set for
Early Language (LSEL) (Naigles & Fein, 2017) is well suited to address these gaps because it
includes TD toddlers and toddlers with ASD engaged in a much wider-range of naturalistic semistructured play activities than previously studied. We hypothesized that children with ASD
would not demonstrate nuanced differences in object touching behaviors within different
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activities compared to TD children because of difficulties in understanding how target and
distractor objects relate to on-going goals. This research also fills gaps in how we understand the
trajectory of object touch across early childhood because the LSEL data-set includes children
who are older than customarily studied: TD children at 20 (n=10) and 32 (n=10) months of age
and initially language-matched children with ASD at 32 (n=10) and 44 (n=10) months of age.
Following the vast literature citing FM motor differences between the groups during early
toddlerhood, we hypothesized that there would be systematic differences in child object touching
across development by group.
Finally, previous research has suggested that language and motor abilities shape one
another throughout toddlerhood for TD children (Ruddy & Bornstein 1982, Yu & Smith, 2012)
and for children with ASD (LeBarton & Iverson, 2013; Hellendoorn et al., 2015). We did not
want any differences in language abilities to dictate motor distinctions between TD children and
children with ASD; therefore, our analyses held expressive language abilities constant for each
group at each visit. Object touch behaviors were coded for duration and were categorized as
directed to either targets of the activity or all other distractor objects.
Parent referential utterances were also categorized as directed to either targets of the
activity or all other distractor objects. Although this research does not explore how early object
play skills predict child language acquisition, it does aim to provide some unique insights into
whether relationships between child motor behavior and parent language input are contextspecific or context-general. We expected that delays in toddlers’ object play abilities would have
cascading effects for the language learning opportunities that parents would provide.
Methods
2.1. Participants
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Participants included 20 mother-child dyads from a larger longitudinal project
investigating language development in children with ASD (see Naigles & Fein, 2017, for an
overview). Participants included 10 TD children and 10 children with ASD from visits 1 and 4,
when the TD children were 21 and 31 months of age and the children with ASD were 10 months
older at each visit. Only males were included in this sample because ASD predominantly affects
males (Kanner, 1943; Asperger, 1944; Fombonne, 2009). The sample was composed of 19 White
children and one White/Hispanic child. Demographic and baseline diagnostics, verbal, and
nonverbal scores are presented in Table 1. Parents of TD children and children with ASD did not
significantly differ in their educational backgrounds. All children were monolingual English
learners. Children in the ASD group had been diagnosed with either Autistic Disorder or
Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified by physicians or psychologists
before enrollment. They were enrolled in interventions that delivered at minimum 20 hrs/week of
ABA (Applied Behavior Analysis; Lovaas, 1987) and were recruited via treatment centers and
schools in the Northeastern U.S. Children in the TD group were recruited via birth
announcements, parent groups, and word of mouth. To confirm group status, all children at visit
1 (21 months for TD and 31 months for ASD) were administered the Autism Diagnostic
Observation Schedule—Module 1 (ADOS, Lord, Rutter, Dilavore, & Risi, 2008). All parents had
signed consent forms on behalf of themselves and their children before participating in the study.
Because our primary research question considered how motor abilities might vary
between the TD group and the ASD group, we selected children who were already verbal. Tek,
Mesite, Fein, and Naigles (2014) previously split the children with ASD in the LSEL study into
higher and lower verbal subgroups by a median split on the Mullen EL raw scores (Mullen,
1995). We randomly sampled Tek and colleagues’ (2014) high verbal group to create our ASD
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sample and TD counterparts. Table 1 presents group comparisons for chronological age, nonverbal IQ (NVIQ), and language abilities at visit 1. Table 2 presents these comparisons at visit 4.
Thus, while the children with ASD were significantly older than the TD children, the two groups
demonstrated equivalent language abilities at visit 1 in standardized expressive and receptive
language, and in spontaneous speech measures of mean length of utterance (MLU) and number
of word tokens (overall number of words). Groups did differ on the number of word types
(number of unique words used) at visit 1 in that the children with ASD produced significantly
more word types than the TD children. Children with ASD also exhibited significantly higher
raw NVIQ scores than the TD children at visit 1, likely because they were chronologically 10
months older than TD children at visit 1. Groups did not differ in spontaneous speech measures
at visit 4. By visit 4, there were no group differences in NVIQ.
2.2. Tests and measures
2.2.1. Standardized tests
Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS)
The ADOS (Lord et al., 2008) is a structured and play-based assessment used to diagnose
ASD consisting of multiple play measures designed to elicit child communication, social
interaction, stereotypical play behaviors, and repetitive interests. Autism spectrum diagnosis was
indicated by a score of 7 or higher on the ADOS. All children, regardless of diagnostic grouping,
completed Module 1 of the ADOS at visit 1.
Mullen Scales for Early Learning (MSEL)
At visit 1, expressive language was measured via the Expressive Language (EL) scale
and receptive language via the Receptive Language (RL) scale of the Mullen Scales of Early
Learning (MSEL; Mullen, 1995), a developmental assessment for language (expressive and
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receptive), motor (fine and gross) and visual perception (nonverbal IQ) abilities. At visit 1, all
subscales of the MSEL were administered, whereas at visit 4, only NVIQ (visual perception) was
measured.
2.2.2. Measures of child language production
As described in Naigles & Fein (2017), measures of child language such as sentence
complexity (MLU), child word tokens, and child word types had been previously computed for
each child in our dataset. MLU is a measure of linguistic complexity frequently used in language
analyses. It is a measure of free (stand-alone words) and bound (inflections) morphemes for each
utterance (Brown, 1973; Tager-Flusberg et al., 2009; Tek et al., 2014). MLU is calculated by
dividing the total number of morphemes by the total number of utterances per each speech
sample (i.e., for each participant).
2.3. Procedure
Parent-child dyads were recorded at home for each visit engaging in approximately 15
minutes of free play and 15 minutes of semi-structured play. In the event that the child walked
away from the mother, the camera remained focused on the child. Video and audio recordings
were collected for each semi-structured play interaction.
The number of toys available to the child varied by household depending on what was
present in the living room; however, objects for the semi-structured play remained consistent
across participants 1. Experimenters provided parents with cue cards that prompted the dyad to
move onto the next activity and provided basic instructions about what to do. Following the
Screening Tool for Autism in 2-year-olds (STAT; Stone, Coonrod, & Ousley, 2000), children

Children received either the stacking blocks or nesting cups, usually not both. If the dyad did complete both the
block and nesting cups activities, or repeated any activity more than once, the activity with the longest duration was
chosen to be entered into the analysis.
1
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were directed to play with specific object(s) (i.e., the targets) for each prompt. The four relevant
STAT activities for the present study included, in this general order: tower building with
blocks/nesting cups, book reading, balloon blow-up-and-release, as well as toy bag. Parents were
asked to sequentially direct the child’s attention to each of the targets within the toy bag activity.
Children had to wait for the parents to show them each toy from the toy bag. Parents varied
widely in how long they spent with one target before moving to the other, from rapid
presentation to letting the child engage with the object for 30 seconds. Across all other play
interactions, children were presented with target items all at once. During each activity, targets
for the other activities were not within the child’s reach. Distractors were consistent across all
tasks but were separate from the targets.
At visit 1, one TD child did not complete the book activity, one TD child did not
complete the balloon activity, and two children with ASD did not complete the toy bag activity.
All children completed all activities at visit 4. Time spent in each activity ranged from 0.56 to
6.86 minutes (M across all activities = 2.60 minutes, SD across all activities = 1.20). A 2 (group)
X 2 (visit) X 4 (activity) ANOVA predicting duration time spent within activities found a main
effect of activity [F (3, 136) = 12.30, p <.001, ηp2 = .18] and visit [F (1, 136) = 16.06, p <.001,
ηp2 = 0=.11] but not of group (p = .37). Tukey HSD post hoc t-tests examining differences
between activities illustrated that toy bag and book play were significantly longer than stacking
play (p’s < .01). Book play was significantly longer than balloon play (p < .001). Activities were
significantly longer during visit 4 than visit 1 (p < .001). The initial ANOVA also revealed a
significant interaction between activity and visit [F (3, 136) = 3.98, p <.01, ηp2 = .08]. Tukey
HSD post hoc t-tests comparing activities across each visit found that book play was
significantly longer during visit 4 than visit 1 (p < .001). However, comparing activities within
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visits showed that during visit 4, book play was longer than toy bag, balloon, and stacking play
(p’s < .05).
2.4. Coding
Behavioral data were scored from video using Datavyu, a computerized video coding and
data visualization tool that records the frequencies and durations of behaviors in real time
(Datavyu Team, 2014). We completed three bouts of coding for object touching (i.e., activity
onset/offset, touch episodes onset/offset, and object touch class), followed by two bouts of
coding for parent speech (i.e., transcription onset/offset and object word class) as discussed
below.
Object touch
1. We first delimited the onset/offset of each activity (i.e., toy bag, book reading, stacking,
and balloon-blow-up-and-release). The onsets of each semi-structured activity were marked after
the mother read the cue card to start an activity, and/or the mother/child verbally oriented the
child to the activity (e.g., “look at the balloon”, “hey”, “ look”), and/or the mother/child reached
towards, pointed to, or touched the target of the new activity. The offset of the activities occurred
when the mothers initiated the next activity.
2. Child object touching behaviors were coded frame-by-frame during purposeful hand
contact with a toy (i.e., episodes of inadvertent contact with the toys were not coded). The onset
of an object touch episode was coded the instant the child’s hand came into contact with an
object. The offset of an object touch episode was coded when the child released all relevant
objects. Touching furniture (i.e., carpet, couch), instruction cards, and facial tissues were not
coded. Touch was coded as occurring continuously during intervals when the child was touching
an object: if the child went out of the visual frame but did not appear to have moved when he
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came back into camera view, then continuous object touch was maintained. If the child appeared
to change position, the coder marked the offset before the out-of-frame instance and then marked
the onset as the next moment that the child was back in view. Continuous tapping with pauses
less than 1 second was coded as one continuous touch to the tapped-upon object. To account for
variations in activity durations by dyad, percent scores for touching any object across each visit
and group were calculated by dividing the total time touching by the total time spent in activity.
3. Touch episodes were categorized as directed on a specific object class; namely, either the
target or the distractor toy(s) of the activity. Target objects were objects that parents were told to
highlight in the STAT instructions; distractors were all other play objects. See Table 3 for all
target objects. Touching episodes were partitioned to reflect shifts in touches for only the target,
only the distractor, or both the target and distractor objects simultaneously. For instance, if a
child touched a target object and then touched another target object with either the same or
second hand, one continuous target touch episode was coded. Moreover, when the child held two
target objects and put one down, one continuous target touch episode was also coded. Distractor
object touches were also coded in this manner. Percent of time touching target only, distractor
only, both target and distractor, as well as no play objects (i.e., touching no objects) thus add up
to 100% of time in interaction. To obtain a detailed look at child touching preferences across the
various activities while controlling for differences in duration of object touching across each
child, percent scores for touching the target and distractor objects were calculated by dividing the
total time touching target only and distractor only, separately, by total time spent touching any
target or distractor objects during the activity. The ‘both target and distractor simultaneously’
category included a very small percent of touches (0.08% to 10.38% of time by visit, group, and
activity, but all were lower than 11% and most were lower than 7%; see Appendix Table 5 and
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6). Because of this small percentage of touching both object classes simultaneously, these
moments are not included in our measures or analyses.
Language
4. All maternal language data were first timestamped for onsets/offsets sequences at the
utterance-level and then transcribed in Datavyu. An utterance was defined as speech bounded by
a natural pause of at least 1 second. A pause in speech could include object sounds, child
vocalizations, laughter, silence, or non-speech sounds. Changes in topic/utterance class also
indicated the start of a new utterance (e.g., transition from a statement to a question). Parent
speech sounds and vocalizations were included in transcriptions. Items not transcribed included:
sighs, coughs, sneezes, burps, gasps, clearing throat, and grunts.
5. All nouns and pronouns were coded at the word-level within each utterance as follows:
(1) Target words: Object target noun words for each activity are listed in Table 3. For the
book activity, we also counted all objects and people in the book as target words. Target
nouns also included synonyms for these words. Target pronouns included words like “it”,
“they”, ”that”, and “them” that referred to the target nouns (e.g., Book activity: “I love
the book. Can you point to it?”, target words: “book”, “it”). Utterances containing
“dropped” nouns / pronouns (e.g., “I love the…”) were not coded.
(2) Distractor words: Object distractor noun words for each activity were words for any
object not mentioned in Table 3. Distractor-class objects were identically categorized
across touch and speech coding. Distractor pronouns included words like “it”, “they”,
“that”, and “them” that referred to objects that were not the targets (e.g., Book activity
example sentence: “I love the baby. Can you point to it?”, distractor words: “baby”, “it”).
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(3) Irrelevant words: Words that did not indicate targets or distractors (i.e., references to the
experimenter, child, parent, or furniture).
We created four categories of noun/pronoun utterances: only targets, only distractors,
only irrelevant, as well as a category including both target and distractor referents. Target only
utterances could include irrelevant nouns/pronouns as long as at least one target noun/pronoun
was mentioned, but could not include distractor nouns/pronouns. Similarly, distractor only
utterances could include irrelevant nouns/pronouns as long as at least one distractor
noun/pronoun was mentioned, but could not include target nouns/pronouns. All parent utterances
were included in this analysis regardless of whether they were directed towards the child or a
person other than the child because they were utterances that the child heard. Summing all four
categories, plus the percent of utterances without nouns or pronouns, added up to 100%. A
percentage score of parent referential utterances was calculated to account for differences in
activity durations by dyad. Percent scores for parent word classes were calculated by dividing the
total number of utterances with only target or only distractor words by the total number of parent
utterances in each activity containing an object pronoun and/or noun, but not including
utterances with both target(s) and distractors. The percent of utterances with any referential
words out of all utterances was 47.67% (ranging from 27.36% to 67.12% by activity, visit, and
group). The percent of parent utterances about either the target only or distractor only out of all
utterances was on average 12.96% (ranged from 3.87% to 29.18% by activity, visit, and group),
and so these values are included in the analysis. However, the percent of parent utterances
containing ‘both target and distractor’ words out of all parent utterances was relatively small,
0.58% on average (from 0.00% to 2.37% of time by visit, group, and activity, but all were lower
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than 3%; see Appendix Tables 7 and 8), so this utterance class was not included in our measures
or analyses.
2.5. Reliability
Each behavior was coded by two different undergraduate research assistants, and/or a
graduate researcher, at the University of Connecticut. The second coder scored 30% of the
frequency and duration data that the primary coder completed. To obtain a measure of reliability,
correlations for these coders and schemes were calculated. For the activity exact content and
time-weighted onset/offset percent matches, reliability reached 100%. For child object class
touches, we established a 98.19% exact target and a 99.41% exact distractor content match.
Furthermore, there was a 98.32% time-weighted onset/offset target and 99.60% time-weighted
onset/offset distractor percent match. Reliability on overall parent speech transcriptions
established 94.46% exact content matches and 97.52% time-weighted onset/offset percent
matches. Parent word class reliability calculations yielded 99.77% exact content matches for
nouns, 99.62% for pronouns, 99.64% for irrelevant, 99.49% for target, and 99.83% for distractor.
Disagreements between coders were resolved through explicit discussion while watching and
listening to the video. I acted as the final arbiter for coding disagreements.
2.6.

Statistical Analyses
One child with ASD was included in the analyses for visit 1 but not visit 4 because he

missed that visit. The present analysis includes a total of 20 children at visit 1 (10 TD and 10
ASD) and 19 at visit 4 (10 TD and 9 ASD). All ANOVAs, Pearson chi-square, and Pearson
correlation t-tests were completed in R Studio (version 1.1.423). Effect sizes for t-tests are
reported using standardized mean difference (SMD) values or Cohen’s d. According to Cohen’s
(1988) conventions for effect sizes, “small” magnitude is around 0.20, “medium” is around 0.50,
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and “large” is around or above 0.80. For r, corresponding Cohen’s values are 0.10, 0.30, and
0.50). Our analyses explored four questions of interest.
The first analysis compared child total object touching by visit and group using a 2 (visit)
X 2 (group) ANOVA. The dependent measure for this analysis was the total percent of time
spent touching, which was calculated by dividing time spent touching target or distractor objects
by total time spent in the activity. This percent score was averaged across activities for each
child and visit. The second analysis focused on detailed differences in child target object
touching preferences by activity, group, and visit using at first a 2 (activity) X 2 (group) X 2
(visit) ANOVA. Touch behaviors were first compared between toy bag play and all other
activities because graphical analyses of the data indicated similar trends across the three
activities versus the toy bag activity. This analysis outlines whether the traditional context of
play (i.e., toy bag) elicited relatively unique patterns of touch compared to other types of playbased activities. Percent scores for touching were recalculated by activity such that the dependent
measure for this analysis included touches to specific object classes: only the targets and only the
distractors. This percent score included object class touching as the numerator and only target
touching plus only distractor touching as the denominator2. Afterwards, patterns of touch across
all activities were compared using a 4 (activity) X 2 (group) ANOVA. Effects of visit were not
significant in all previous analyses and so this was omitted from the ensuing touch analyses.
Patterns of touch within activities were examined using single-sample t-tests. Furthermore,
Pearson chi-square analyses examined whether some children were carrying the touch
distribution findings by categorizing children as predominantly target or distractor touchers
based on proportion scores. This analysis disregarded magnitude of touch proportions. Number

Scores were recalculated to reduce redundancy in analyses (i.e., so that differences in overall touching between TD
children and children with ASD were not tested in each analysis).
2
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of children that were target or distractor touchers were collapsed across each visit so that
preferences could be compared amongst the activities.
The third analysis examined how parent speech referring to the target object varied by
group, visit, and activity using a 2 (group) X 2 (visit) X 4 (activity) ANOVA. The percentage of
parent utterances referring to the target and the distractor, respectively, were recalculated for a
denominator of target only plus distractor only utterances. The dependent measures included the
percent of parent utterances that included targets only and the percent of parent utterances that
included distractors only. A final set of analyses examined whether child object touching was
related to parent utterances across each activity. To understand the nature of this relationship, we
used Pearson correlation t-tests to compare the percentage of time spent touching target or
distractor objects out of the total time spent touching objects during the activity, to the
percentage of parent utterances about target or distractor objects out of the total number of
utterances with target only or distractor only words.
Results
3.1. Object Touching by Group and Visit
We first examined differences in the percent of time spent touching objects, by group and
visit. Analyses revealed a main effect of group [F(1, 148 = 12.50, p < .001, ηp2 = .078] but not of
visit (p = .32), with TD children (M = 68.00%, SD = 2.76) touching objects a greater percentage
of time than children with ASD (M = 53.03%, SD = 3.23). There was no significant interaction
between group and visit (p = .30). Based on visual inspection of Figure 1, we conducted followup t-tests comparing group touching behaviors at visit 1 and visit 4, respectively. Results
revealed that TD children spent a greater percent of time touching objects than children with
ASD at visit 1 (MTD = 68.08%, SD = 24.48; MASD = 48.79%, SD = 28.09, t(74) = 3.19, p < .01, d
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= .73, 95% CI [0.26 1.21]) but this did not hold at visit 4 (p = .08) (see Fig.1). Neither TD nor
ASD groups differed by visit in percent of time touching objects overall (p’s > .30).
3.2. Object Touching Across Play Activities
These analyses examined characteristics of object touching, in particular the distribution
of touching the target and distractor, for the four play activities across each group and visit.
3.2.1. Toy Bag Activity Play
The toy bag activity was used as the baseline for our results. Our analyses examined the
distribution of touching behaviors in the toy bag activity. Descriptive data for toy bag play by
group and visit are provided in Table 4. Object class was not included as a factor in the ANOVA
because according to the proportion calculations, information about the distractor would have
been redundant with the target values: scores were inversely related. For instance, if the child
touched the target 40% of the time, the other 60% was geared towards distractor objects. Our
ANOVA revealed no significant main effects of group or visit, and no significant interactions
between group and visit (p’s > .30). Single sample t-tests were next conducted to determine
whether preference of touching the target was different from chance (50%: target vs. distractor),
collapsing across group and visit. Children touched the target for a significantly greater (M =
79.08%, SD = 25.09) percent of time than expected by a chance level of 50%, t(36) = 7.05, p
<.001, d = 1.16, 95% CI [0.63 2.18].
3.2.2. Non- Toy Bag Activity Play
We collapsed all non-toy bag activities (i.e., book reading, stacking, balloon-blow-upand-release) into a non-toy-bag category. The percent of time touching targets and distractors
during book reading, stacking, and balloon-blow-up-and release activities were averaged
together by child for analysis. Descriptive data for groups and visits are provided in Table 4. The
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ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of group [F(1, 35 = 7.51, p < .01, ηp2 = .18]: TD
children touched the target for a significantly smaller proportion of time than children with ASD
during these activities. No main effect of visit, or significant interaction between group and visit,
was found (p’s > .47). Single sample t-tests were next conducted to determine whether percent of
time touching the target was different from chance (50%), for each group separately but
collapsing across visits. TD children touched the target for a significantly lower percent of time
compared to chance (t(19) = -5.91, p < .001, d = -1.32, 95% CI [-2.48 -0.81]), indicating a
preference for touching distractor objects. Children with ASD’s percent of time touching did not
significantly differ from chance (p = .80); thus, these children were equally likely to touch the
target and the distractor in the non-toy bag activities.
3.2.3. Differences Between Toy Bag and Non- Toy Bag Activity Play
Analyses next examined the extent to which different object touch profiles might emerge
for the toy play activity compared to all non-toy bag activities. The ANOVA revealed no effects
of group or visit (p’s > .22). There was, however, a main effect of activity [F(1, 68) = 56.65, p <
.001, ηp2 = .45]. Children touched the target in the toy bag activity for a significantly greater
percentage of time than in the non-toy bag activities.
3.2.4. Differences Among All Play Activities
To further test whether one of the non-toy bag activities was driving this distractor
preference effect for TD children, and lack of preference for children with ASD, we compared
patterns of play amongst all activities, including the toy bag activity. Descriptive data for
touching by activity and group are provided in Table 5, collapsed now across visit. Figure 2
shows the average touching behaviors by group, activity, and object class. The ANOVA revealed
a main effect of group without regard to specific activity [F(1, 144 = 4.32, p < .05, ηp2 = .029]; as
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reported above, TD children (M = 43.84%, SD = 39.00) touched the target object for a lower
percentage of time than children with ASD (M = 55.24%, SD = 39.22). These group differences
appear to be driven by the non-toy bag play.
Looking at activity collapsed by visit and group we also found a main effect of activity
[F(3, 144 = 14.10, p < .001, ηp2 = .23]. We completed Tukey HSD post hoc t-tests comparing
touching for each activity pair; t-tests revealed that, across groups, children spent a significantly
greater percentage of time touching the target during the toy bag activity compared to each of the
book (p < .001), balloon (p < .001), and stacking activities (p < .001). Non-toy bag activities did
not significantly differ from one another in percent of time touching target (p’s > .26).
There was also a significant interaction between group and activity [F(3, 144 = 4.88, p <
.01, ηp2 = .092]. Tukey HSD post hoc t-tests examined whether groups differed in target touching
within each activity and only found significant differences by group in the book activity. During
the book activity, children with ASD touched the target for a significantly greater percentage of
time than the TD children (p < .01).
Thus, the next Tukey HSD post hoc t-tests examined pairwise differences in activity on
touching distributions for each group separately. Results revealed that TD children touched the
target for a significantly greater percentage of time during the toy bag activity compared to the
book (p < .001) and stacking (p < .001) activities (see Fig. 2). TD children touched the target for
a significantly greater percentage of time during the balloon activity compared to the book (p <
.01) activity. Target touching during the toy bag activity in the ASD group did not differ from
book and stacking activities (p’s > .07). Children with ASD did show a marginally greater
tendency to touch the target during the toy bag activity compared to the balloon activity (p =
.066). There was no difference between touching in the balloon and book activities for children
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with ASD (p = .95). Touching during the stacking activity did not significantly differ from the
balloon or book activities for either group (p’s > .45). Figure 2 shows the percent of touching
target and distractor objects for each child in each activity and group.
Follow-up single sample t-tests investigated whether percent of time touching
significantly differed from chance (50%) for each activity. Recall that during toy bag play
children in both groups touched the target object(s) at levels significantly higher than chance.
Chance analyses for the book activity were calculated separately for each group, with findings
revealing that TD children touched the target object at levels significantly lower than chance
(t(18) = -7.23, p < .001, d = -1.66, 95% CI [-10.7 -0.72]), whereas children with ASD’s target
touching during the book activity did not differ from chance (p = .45) (see Fig. 3). For the
stacking and balloon activities, chance analyses were performed collapsing across groups
because group was not found to be a significant predictor of percent of time touching the target.
For the stacking activity, results revealed that children touched the target object at levels
significantly lower than chance (t(38) = -2.25, p < .05, d = -0.36, 95% CI [-0.78 -0.03]),
indicating a distractor preference. For the balloon activity, we found that levels of target touching
did not differ from chance (p = .80). Children in the balloon activity were equally likely to touch
the target and distractor objects.
3.2.5. Distributions of Child Touch Preference by Activity
To test whether touch patterns across all activities are explained by a subset of children in
the sample, we examined distributions of touch class by activity. Categorizations were based on
averaged scores across visit 1 and visit 4 for each child. Scores that were above 50% were
categorized as a target preference and those below 50% were categorized as a distractor
preference. From these percent scores we generated a count of individuals with positive and
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those with negative scores by group and activity. All size differences for scores counted the same
towards the target and distractor preference categorization. For instance, 60% target and 40%
distractor, 80% target and 20% distractor, as well as 51% target and 49% distractor touching
were all treated the same in the analysis; all of these children were categorized as target touchers.
The number of target touchers for each activity by group is located in Table 6.
Pearson’s chi-square tests of independence were used to examine the distributional
differences in target and distractor touchers for each group separately across all activities. Our
analysis revealed significant differences in the distribution of target and distractor touchers by
activity for the TD group [χ²(3, N = 10) = 30.83, p < .001] and for the ASD group [χ²(3, N = 10)
= 9.24, p < .05]. We next tested whether distributions of touching differed between TD children
and children with ASD in each activity. Results revealed that groups did not significantly differ
in touch distribution preferences in the toy bag activity (p = .77) (see Table 6), with both
ultimately preferring target touching. However, groups did differ in touching distributions in the
book activity, χ²(1, N = 20) = 12.18, p < .001. TD children were more likely than children with
ASD to be distractor touchers in the book activity: TD children preferred distractor touching
whereas children with ASD equally preferred target and distractor touching. Groups also did not
differ in touching distributions in the stacking activity (p = .26) or the balloon activity (p = .33)
(see Table 6). Chi-squared tests explored whether some activities were more likely to have
children who preferred target touching more, distractor touching more, or either object type
equally. Under the null hypothesis, the expected toucher distribution was 50% target and 50%
distractor touchers. The alternative hypothesis was that the distribution would show a preference
towards either target or distractor touching. Chi-square tests found that children preferred
touching the distractor during stacking play [χ²(1, N = 20) = 4.33, p < .05] but did now show any
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preference during balloon play (p = .52).
In sum, these analyses revealed several differences in object touch according to group
and activity. TD children touched objects overall for a greater percentage of time than children
with ASD at both visits. Most importantly, we found differences in object touch by class and
activity. The toy bag activity elicited the most touches to target objects, yielding an overall target
preference across both groups. The balloon activity elicited equivalent proportions of touches to
target and distractor across groups. Stacking elicited more touches to distractor objects across
groups; however, groups differed in touching distributions during book play, with TD children
engaging in more distractor object touching, whereas children with ASD touched target and
distractor objects in equivalent proportions.
3.3. Parent Referential Utterances by Group, Visit, and Activity
We next analyzed whether specific parent language profiles were present during each
activity. Means and standard deviations for the percent of parent utterances about target objects
collapsing across visits 1 and 4 are presented in Table 7. The first language analysis predicts
characteristics of parent referential language. The measure of interest for this analysis was the
percent of parent utterances that contained either only target words or only distractor words.
Nouns and pronouns combined were divided by the total count of parent referential utterances in
each activity, removing the utterances that referred to both targets and distractors. No main
effects of group or visit were found (p’s > .93). A main effect of activity did however emerge
[F(3, 4790 = 7.83, p < .001, ηp2 = 1.47]. No significant interactions between group, visit, and
activity were found (p’s > .24). Follow-up Tukey HSD post hoc t-tests showed that parent
language significantly differed between the stacking activity compared to the book, balloon, and
toy bag activities (p’s < .01), with a lower percentage of target object speech produced in the
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stacking activity compared to book, balloon, and toy bag activities (see Table 7).
Single sample t-tests compared the percent of parent referential speech to 50% to see if
speech referent preferences during each activity were different from chance. Data were collapsed
across groups and visits. Results illustrated that during toy bag, balloon, book, and stacking
activities, parents referred to the target at a statistically higher percent of utterances compared to
chance for each group and at each visit, indicating a target preference (p’s < .001; see Table 7).
3.4. Relation Between Child Touching and Parent Speech by Object Class
The final set of analyses tested whether there existed specific associations between parent
language and child object play behaviors within each activity; that is, whether parents who
referred a greater proportion of time to targets during an activity had children who touched
targets more (or less) during that activity. Pearson correlations for each group at visits 1 and 4,
respectively, revealed no statistically reliable relationships (r-values from -0.29 to 0.57, with p’s
between 0.09 and 0.96).
Discussion
The present study investigated the differences in object touch across different types of
play-based activities in TD and ASD groups, and possible relationships between object touch and
parent referential input, across toddlerhood. We compared TD toddlers with language-matched
preschoolers diagnosed with ASD, using Naigles and Fein’s (2017) LSEL dataset. Our analyses
found that TD children touched objects a greater proportion of the time than children with ASD.
Group differences in time spent touching objects were tied to specific timepoints: TD and ASD
groups significantly differed at visit 1 but not visit 4 (10 months later). Specific touch profiles
emerged across specific activities but did not change across visits. Toy bag play elicited the most
target object touching compared to all other activities as well as more target than distractor
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object touches overall. Stacking elicited more distractor touches and the balloon activity elicited
target and distractor touching in equivalent proportions. Group differences were only prevalent
during book reading, in that TD children showed a distractor touch preference, whereas children
with ASD touched the target and distractor for equivalent proportions of time. Finally, parent
referential input differed by activity, but not by group or visit, with the least target input during
stacking than balloon, book, and toy bag play. Analyses testing whether proportions of target
referential input in each activity differed from chance revealed that all play activities elicited
parent utterances with a target preference. No significant relationships between child object
touch and parent referential input were found. This discussion explores possible explanations for
why specific patterns of object touch emerged across the groups and various play contexts, but
not across visits, in addition to addressing possible explanations for the reported absence of
parent input-child touch relationships.
4.1.

Overall Object Touching Differs by Group
Our results show strong fidelity to previous findings in TD toddlers that illustrated that

21-month-old children touch objects for approximately 68% of time while engaged in shared
play with their parents (Yu et al., 2009; Yu & Smith, 2012); in fact, we found that 20-month-old
TD children at visit one touched objects 68.08% of the time spent in activity. TD children had
not changed their percent of time spent touching objects 10 months later, indicating that for TD
children, touching behaviors may stabilize by toddlerhood. TD toddlers may experience a plateau
in overall quantities of object touching, such that proportions of time touching objects do not
differ from 21 to 31 months of age. The ability to touch objects necessarily involves some degree
of fine motor skills. The present metric of object touch as a proportion of time did not
discriminate between fine and gross motor touch, suggesting that within our data, the children
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were manipulating the objects with their palms and fingers as well as using only fingers for
complex forms of manipulation like pincer grasp and radial digit grasp. Whether this plateau
represents a peak or period of stability before further increase in fine motor skills requires a more
extensive longitudinal approach. Thus far, results cohere to the many Yu studies (Yu et al, 2009;
Yu & Smith, 2012; Xu et al., 2011; Smith, Yu, & Pereira, 2011) with 17- to 24-month-old
infants. In contrast, this result is inconsistent with Yoshida and Burling (2013) who examined
touching quantities in 8- through 18-month-old infants and reported that infants initially touched
objects for 40% of time in activity and this increased with age. However, Burling and Yoshida
(2019) suggested that touching sharply increases from 12 to 24 months but is characterized by
great variability. The mismatch between our results and other research may be due to the window
of sampling: Burling and Yoshida (2019) examined touching behaviors month-to-month up until
24 months but did not measure touching beyond 2 years of age. Our broad measurement interval
may capture a dip in touching after 24 months of age, potentially indicating that fine motor
development is nonlinear and the rise from 21 to 24 months is masked by lower proportions
sometime thereafter.
In contrast to TD children, children with ASD, in general, touched objects for a
significantly lower amount of time during these interactions. This difference in fine motor play
by group is in line with a broad range of findings, from standardized assessments to free play
tasks, completed in the lab and at home, asserting that children with ASD exhibit reduced fine
motor capacities (Hellendoorn et al., 2015; Libertus et al., 2014; Landa & Garrett-Mayer, 2006;
Ozonoff et al., 2008). Previous studies focusing on motor development did not control for initial
language abilities; however, matching on language is important because motor skill relates to
language ability (Barton & Iverson, 2013; Hellendoorn et al., 2015; West, 2019). We thus add
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that differences in object touch remain after groups are matched on language abilities. Secondly,
the present object touch differences add to our understanding of fine motor development because
they are about the duration of touch, not the number of objects touched or the type of touching.
While neither group significantly differed in touching across development, TD children
touched a greater percent of time than children with ASD at visit 1 only. Lack of a significant
group by visit interaction may be due to the small sample size (i.e., N = 10). Key differences
emerging only at visit 1 may provide some evidence that children with ASD are on a more
protracted developmental timeline for fine motor skills such as object touching for which
significant changes in ability extend well past infancy and into toddlerhood. During toddlerhood,
children with ASD who are delayed in object touch developments may seem to ‘catch-up’ to
their peers. Fine motor differences emerge at specific timepoints in development for specific
populations. Baranek and colleagues’ (2005) found no differences in the duration of exploratory
play between 9- and 12-month visits within their HR-ASD group. LeBarton and Iverson (2013)
showed that HR children who will receive the ASD diagnosis (HR-ASD) have significantly
lower fine motor abilities according to the IOM at 18 months and the MSEL-FM raw scores at
24 months than children without the ASD diagnosis (HR-ND), and low risk children. The present
results illustrate that while differences in proportion of time spent touching objects by group are
not yet prevalent during infancy, our results suggest that differences in the quantity of manual
engagement have emerged by toddlerhood. The present data derived from semi-structured play
activities add to the scarce literature showing that older children with ASD (31 months of age)
continue to show motor difficulties but seem to catch-up, by 3.5 years of age. In light of previous
findings, our results may indicate a u-shaped curve for touch development in children with ASD,
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where haptic deficits in object exploration during naturalistic play in ASD are most evident
around 30 months of age.
Focaroli and Iverson (2017) capture the ubiquitous partiality towards object touch
research before 24 months of age in their chapter on the development of manipulative skill.
Infant-centered research might strengthen assumptions about the lesser importance of toddler
motor development. However, developmental psychologists agree that infant and toddler play
are critical in facilitating cognitive development (Piaget & Cook, 1952) and that deficits in early
play also have implications for sophisticated tool use (Lockman, 2000). Thus, the initial delays
that we found may have important implications for how much and what type of information that
children with ASD can gather from objects in the playscape. As toddlers with ASD spend more
time physically engaging with objects, they might accrue opportunities that are important for
perceptual development (Yoshida & Burling, 2013). Identification of fine motor differences
(e.g., object touch) within toddlerhood could provide information supporting the creation of
developmentally sensitive interventions. However, in the present study we were limited by the
activities employed, some of which may not have been complex enough to capture fine motor
delays at the later visit; possibly, more complex tool-use types of activities would have elicited
different types of results.
4.2.

Patterns of Object Touching Differ by Activity
Our research provides evidence that toddler object touching behavior is context-sensitive.

We first replicated previous research suggesting that children are generally on-task during toy
bag play, touching the target of the activity significantly longer than the distractor(s) (Elmlinger
et al., 2019). Interestingly, while toy bag was the only activity during which target preferences
emerged, it was also the only activity during which children played with a large variety of
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objects (approximately 4 target objects and 4 distractors for each target). Why then might
children have seem so focused on the target given the target was changing throughout the
activity? One possibility is that the shifting goal of the toy bag activity was sufficient to maintain
child interest. Several studies have found that infant manual exploration is biased towards novel
objects in that they are quicker to respond to novel objects and will attend to them for a longer
time than familiar ones (see Fenson, Sapper, & Minner, 1974; Ruff, 1984; Tellinghuisen, Oakes,
& Tjebkes, 1999). In this study, as parents presented new objects to their child, their child’s
touch was likely drawn by the novelty of the targets over the distractors that had been around
throughout the play interactions and thus were more familiar. Novelty during toy bag play may
still guide touch strategies during toddlerhood. A second explanation for the children’s targetobject preference might be that each object in the toy bag activity included very different
opportunities for action varying in complexity and involvement. Variability in affordances may
have maintained child manual attention to the activity. Children may be attending to sub-goals
embedded within a broader activity. Van Leeuwan and colleagues (1994) suggested that children
organize their touch preferences to objects in a way that supports achievement of the ongoing
intended activity. According to this perspective, children maximize attention to less familiar subgoals within the toy bag play (i.e., each object as it is presented) in order to gain a broad range of
new information about the overarching activity (i.e., all of its possible affordances; ZukowFoldring &Arbib, 2007).
Although toy bag play is often the context during which infant development is studied, it
is not representative of all play contexts that a child engages in each day. The present findings
suggest that toddlers engage with activities and their related objects in specific ways, adjusting
manual behaviors to accommodate activity demands. The present research showed that patterns
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of touching during all other play activities (i.e., book reading, stacking, and balloon-blow-upand-release) significantly differed from toy bag play. These non-toy bag activities were all
potentially more goal-directed than toy bag play, in which they could play with presented objects
in any way they liked. By analyzing multiple activities, we thus extended infancy work within
the affordance and tool-use literatures, which reported that young children are capable of
adapting their manual behaviors to match perceived physical object properties (e.g., Ruff, 1984;
Bushnell & Boudreau, 1993; Lockman & McHale, 1989; Palmer, 1989) and activity goals (e.g.,
Van Leeuwen et al., 1994; Lockman, 2000). The children’s differing touch patterns across the
different activities in the present study demonstrated a selective adaptation to object properties
and/or activity goals because patterns of touch discriminated between object types by activity.
How children tailored their manual behaviors for each activity was revealing of unique features
for each context.
Aside from the target preference during toy bag play, two other touching profiles
emerged in non-toy bag play activities: preference for distractor touch and equivalent proportions
of target and distractor touching. Possible characteristics besides novelty that might guide object
touching for each context include the diversity of the objects. Although there were clear targets
in place for stacking, book, and balloon tasks, there was less variability in toy choices to
effectively re-engage attention to the target of the task. Target objects that differ in form and
function may powerfully pull attention because they are more salient. Certain object properties
may be more informative to touch than others. For instance, Ruff (1984) previously suggested
that children are more likely to alter manipulation strategies based on structure and shape rather
than color. These strategies may maximize the ability to gather new information about an object
informative for present goals. Properties such as sound can increase object saliency as well,
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prompting children to touch objects for longer (Palmer, 1989). Changing the object properties in
the playscape can elicit a rich repertoire of touching patterns. In the current study, during
stacking play, although targets were numerous (approximately five targets), distractors were
minimal (3:1). Distractors during stacking play differed in size, color, and function, while targets
were relatively comparable in form and function. Affordances and object functions may have
been more salient than all other properties. Children engaged in stacking may have thus
capitalized on these similarities in shape and affordances to select appropriate touch strategies.
The relative uniformity in object properties during stacking may have made other features of the
playscape more alluring for touch. Furthermore, stacking was typically the first activity that the
children experienced and they may not have acclimated to the play context quite yet, making
them more distractible. For these reasons, target touch may not have prevailed during the
stacking activity: during stacking play, children touched the distractor objects for a significantly
longer percent of time than target objects.
A third characteristic that may have shaped how much children touched objects is the
number of objects of each type available to touch, or the ratio of target objects available
compared to the number of distractors. During balloon play, all children touched both target and
distractor for equivalent proportions of time. There was only one target in the balloon task and
approximately 14 distractors, offering a large number of opportunities to engage with distractors
during balloon play. During book play number of targets ranged from one to three and there were
approximately 16 distractors. Children presented with numerous books received novel stories;
however, distractors were still very salient. Anecdotally, children across both groups often kept
distractor objects in their lap during book play. TD children actively touched these objects in
their lap as their parents read the stories, looking up at labeled objects in the book but ultimately
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maintaining manual focus on the distractor objects. This pattern of behaviors may explain the
distractor preferences in the TD group. In sum, the number and nature of targets and distractors
present may generate tendencies to attend to a distractor within non-toy bag activities.
Relatedly, the activity itself may alter play behaviors. Activities that require more
movement around the room ultimately change what the child can and will engage with. Karasik,
Tamis-LeMonda, and Adolph (2011) illustrated that walkers engage in different object play
behaviors, including touching objects that were far from the parent and bringing them to the
parent, compared to children who were more stationary. In the current study, more opportunities
were present to engage with distractors within balloon play because the activity required that
children chase the balloon across the room, and as they sought the balloon, they often
encountered several distractor objects for manual attention. Children often stopped before these
distractors and explored them before the parent prompted them to re-engage with the balloon. At
the same time, children found the target of the balloon activity very engaging, potentially
because of its unique shape and the sound it made when blown-up and released. This split
between increased distractor opportunities in the balloon activity due to locomotion and the high
intrigue the properties of the target object may explain why children divided their attention more
evenly across time for target and distractor touching. This behavioral profile was unique to the
balloon activity.
A final feature that may shape play is the behavioral therapies that children with ASD
experience. During clinical interventions, such as applied behavioral analysis, children with ASD
often undergo intensive exercises in joint attention that often includes teaching the child to point
to objects of interest (e.g., Whalen & Schreibman, 2003). Such training has been shown to
increase child pointing behaviors for sharing objects (Whalen & Schreibman, 2003). Differences
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in clinical intervention may help to explain group differences in the book activity. Book reading
was the only activity that differentiated between groups: TD children preferred distractor
touching but children with ASD touched target and distractor objects for equivalent proportions
of time. While TD children touched the distractors in their lap passively across book reading,
children with ASD seemed to do this less. Parents of children with ASD were more likely to grab
their children’s hand from the distractor and press their finger to the book to point to the various
items within. This practice may reflect therapies during which children with ASD are encouraged
to point to objects that are labelled. Parents in the ASD group were likely aware of this practice,
and also using it in the home. These parents may have thus suppressed their children’s distractor
touching during book play, moving their hands to the target and thus helping to create a profile
of touch for their children indicative of a divided attention.
Touching distributions between target and distractor objects across the activities did not
differ by visit for either group. Across both visits, children adopted a strategy for play by activity
and held to it. Toddlers appear to already have an approach of responding to activity demands
and across both groups tuned into potential key aspects of object play. This stability during
toddlerhood differs from developments seen earlier because during infancy, children hone their
touching skills to reflect increasing sensitivity towards differences in number of objects, object
properties, and affordances. However, infants do not yet grasp how to integrate objects to reach a
broader goal (Van Leeuwan et al., 1994). Changes during infancy may reflect physical growth
allowing for new actions with different objects and the developing ability to perceive objects
possibilities accurately in relation to an ongoing goal. According to this logic, I would have
expected our toddler participants at visit 1 to have focused on a single object for longer than was
provided to them (i.e., just touching the book), while 10 months later I expected that their
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touching proportions would have become more varied and divided to show a growing ability to
navigate attention between distractor objects in order to complete the global goal. In contrast,
children may early on develop a sense of how to structure their attentions to match the pushes
and pulls of the activity.
4.3.

Patterns of Parent Input differ less by Activity
Overall, half of the utterances that the parents produced in a given activity included at

least one referential word. In West and Iverson’s dataset (2017), 34% of parent utterances
contained a label in 14-month-old children. Differences between our findings and theirs might
suggest that parents use more referential input for their toddlers than they do for their infants. A
key difference between our coding and previous research is that our study counts nouns and
pronouns as referential input, while other studies count only ‘labels’. Although our coding
variable varied from previous studies, Gros-Louis, West, and King (2016) suggested that parents
changed their speech as a feature of prelinguistic infant language development, offering
responses sensitive to the infant’s present communicative abilities. The present sample included
older infants who were linguistically competent. This difference in language skill may be
eliciting specific patterns of responsive parent speech. Future research should be employed to
examine the changing nature of parent input and child language during toddlerhood.
Parents in the present study did not vary speech by group or visit, suggesting that across
late infancy and toddlerhood, parents have adopted a pattern of referential speech that is stable.
Key developments in content may be more evident earlier in infancy than examined here,
potentially to match the child’s quickly growing language abilities. Parents did, however, vary
the proportion of referential utterances about the target object by activity. Stacking play elicited
less target word speech than balloon, book, and toy bag play. Previous input research also found
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that activity plays a role in shaping parent input in terms of word quantity, lexical diversity,
syntactic complexity (Soderstrom & Wittebolle, 2013), and most relevant to the current
investigation, quantity of referential utterances (O’Brien & Nagle, 1987; Tardif et al., 1999).
Tardif, Gelman, and Xu (1999) as well as Tamis-LeMonda and colleagues (2019) found that
parents used more nouns within booksharing than free toy play, while O’Brien and Nagle (1987)
found that parents used more nouns within doll play, in contrast to vehicle and shape-sorter play.
This pattern of results suggests that children engaged in the doll task and booksharing likely
receive more opportunities to learn about the names of the objects than children engaged in the
other tasks. Our results add that balloon, book, and toy bag play may also provide more ideal
contexts to teach children labels or verbally direct them to the objects, whereas stacking may
provide a less ideal context. More work is needed to understand commonalities amongst these
contexts (i.e., doll, balloon, book, and toy bag) that explain the higher prevalence of target
speech.
Our analyses of input preferences for each activity revealed that although child behaviors
shifted by activity, parents ultimately always preferred to discuss the target. As children touched
the target objects during toy bag play, parents also labeled them, illustrating an alignment
between parent-child activities where the parent provides feedback that is linked to the child's
behavior. This pattern of behavior during toy bag play is consistent with the responsiveness
literature which is often seeded in a toy bag-like play (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2013)
This pattern of responsivity was not upheld in all other activities. As children chased the
balloon across the room, object touch findings indicate that they often got distracted along the
way. At the same time although the child may have become bored or distracted during non-toy
bag play, parents seemed to provide more target-oriented speech to emphasize the present goal,
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staying relatively on-task throughout play. Similarly, during book play, parents were very target
focused but the child was often touching distractor objects in their lap, resulting in equal
proportions of target and distractor touch. Since coders did not time whether or how much the
parents led the children or vice versa, it is unclear at what level parent behavior was sensitive vs.
directive to the child’s actions, but it does seem that to an extent, parents were attempting to
move their child’s attention back to the target objects. This finding might illustrate that
proportions of behaviors during balloon and book play are not wholly indicative of the
coordinating behaviors established in the responsivity literature because parents are more likely
to respond counter to their child’s interest, redirecting them back to the original activity rather
than joining in on the new one. However, findings also indicated that parents provided overall
more distractor talk during the stacking activity, compared to all other activities, and this shift in
parent talk closely mirrored the child’s manual engagement during stacking play which
significantly higher distractor touch compared to chance values. Parent and child behaviors
during stacking appeared somewhat aligned with one another. This difference in parent and child
verbal and manual behaviors by activity may have implications for the opportunities that
children experience to map labels onto relevant objects. If parents are labelling objects that the
child is not touching, the child may receive conflicting information. The responsivity literature
should thus explore how dynamics of parent input and child touch couplings change by activity
in order to create a more representative picture of how parent behaviors reflect and support child
language development.
However, the primary aim of the parent may not be to teach the toddler labels during
stacking play. Compared to balloon, book, and toy bag, stacking contained significantly less
target speech, potentially because children already know the labels ‘cup’ and ‘block’. This
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reduced target speech might indicate that the parents of toddlers are not as focused on labelling
targets during the stacking activity. Although the present study focused on parent referential
input, specifically nouns and pronouns about target and distractor objects, parents may also
provide verbal input containing rich information to teach children about what they can do with
objects, i.e., types of actions they can perform on objects. As children have an increasingly
complex repertoire of possible actions during toddlerhood, as described in the affordance (e.g.,
Bourgeois et al., 2005; Fontenelle et al., 2007; Lockman, 2000) and tool-use literatures (e.g.,
Jung et al., 2015; McCarty et al., 1999), children might benefit more from learning about the
different ways in which the child can act on objects (i.e., object functions like stacking, rolling,
drinking). Changes in the types of actions that children perform may also coincide with different
types of verbal input that the children receive. For example, during the stacking cups/blocks
activities, parents often used action-directed questions that prompted or scaffolded child
engagement in different types of functional play with the target objects: ‘Do we need to do it
[stacking] again?’, ‘Can you do it [add a block to the pile] again?’, ‘[Add it)] On top [of the
pile]’, ‘Let’s count…one…two…’.
Relatedly, reduced target speech may have indicated the parent and child’s engagement
in higher level forms of exploration with the parent talk to match. Child engagement in more
advanced play may coincide with parent talk that emphasizes relational (i.e., combining two or
more objects in nonfunctional way such as stacking, nesting, or piling objects) and
pretend/imaginary play actions (i.e., discussing objects not immediately present). Baranek et al.
(2005) and Belsky and Most (1981) found that from 7.5 to 21 months of age, children engage in
more complex types of play more frequently, such as relational and pretense play with toys.
Stacking play might necessarily invoke these play schemes because during stacking, children
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may use the cups as holders for other objects or as hats for a bear, bringing up other contextually
relevant information. During stacking play parents told children to combine objects in creative
ways: ‘you want the bus to knock it down’, ‘how about give the baby a bath (with the pretend
water in the cup)’, ‘can you roll the ball to knock it (the stacking cups) down?’. Such behaviors
could prompt parents to not only discuss actions related to objects but also distractor objects that
perform these relational actions. Parents may be more willing to talk about other non-target
objects that are indirectly related to the activity. By describing pretend objects or objects that
combine with the target objects, parents may be expanding knowledge about target objects in the
playscape. Although I could not explore this in detail in this study, these anecdotal observations
deserve future study to understand how the nature of parental input appropriately and adaptively
changes over the course of toddlerhood to scaffold child motor and language development.
4.4.

Relationships between Parent Input and Child Touch
Interestingly, the proportion of parent utterances about targets and distractors by activity,

group, and visit did not significantly relate to child touch measures. Taken at face value, these
findings appear at odds with the vast responsiveness literature, which reports that parents do
coordinate their referential input to match the nonverbal play context (Chang et al., 2016; TamisLeMonda et al., 2013; West & Iverson, 2017). However, differences in sample and methodology
between the current and previous research may account for the differences in findings. One
explanation of the present results could be that when children are infants/preverbal, as was the
case in West and Iverson’s data, parents talk about the target objects and children are more
reliant on the parents to organize their attention and so they also focus on the target. Toddlers
and older children on the other hand, the subjects of the current investigation, enact their own
will and may not necessary act in ways that align perfectly with the parent. Yet another possible
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explanation for the differences between our findings and others might be that the present study
had a much smaller sample size (N = 10 per group each visit) than previous studies (e.g., N = 42
in Chang et al. 2016; N = 190 in Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2013). A struggle with ASD research is
that it is often underpowered due to difficulties accessing the sample. This presently small
sample size may have increased chances of Type II error, leaving some effects undetected.
Beyond differences in the sample and sample sizes, differences in methodology may also
explain the discrepancy between the current and previous results. As previously noted, parents in
the current study often used verbs, adjectives, as well as other word categories, to provide
information about the target of the task. Our coding scheme however focused only on target
nouns and pronouns. Thus, the present coded verbal utterances reflect only a subset of parents’
“on-task” speech. Finally, responsivity may be more evident in the timing of parent and child
behaviors (Chang et al., 2016) than in the overall frequency of behaviors. That is, parent speech
does not merely overlap with infant touch, but it is frequently seeded in a temporal feedbackloop in response and in anticipation of infant activity. Yu and Smith (2012) have shown that
parent speech and child touch behavior have different, yet interrelated, time courses that are
embedded within each other to facilitate the joint discovery of future targets for attention. As
these sequences of parent-child co-exploration repeat, children are able to learn more about the
physical and social world. Chang, de Barbaro, and Deák (2016) might suggest that preverbal
infants get a lot of talk that corresponds to their behavior because they require opportunities to
map referents to objects to learn their language. For instance, they found that switches from
touching one to many objects as well as many to one object often coincided with the parent
labelling the new object (Chang & Deák, 2019). If the goal is for the child to learn language,
then it is to their benefit to touch many objects and for the parents to keep labelling them.
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However, this reflects the parent’s goal, and parents of toddlers may not have this goal anymore
because their children already have a foundation for language. This mechanism, and the realtime coordination of behaviors, was not tested within the present data because the present study.
Demonstration of this proposed pathway would involve children who touch more different
objects to have parents who used more different labels. Researchers would in turn need to
differentiate between objects within target and distractor categories, marking different types of
parent labels and comparing them to touches of many object types. All told, our research neither
supports nor refutes the general claim that that child touch and parent input is coupled. It does,
however, raise several possibilities for when such coupling may and may not be readily
observed.
4.5.

Limitations and Future Directions
Our findings have demonstrated that children with ASD touch objects for a lower

proportion of time than TD children, that distributions of object touching differ by activity but
not by group or visit, and that proportions of child touch and parent input do not correlate. These
are valuable contributions to the literature because little research has explored touch
developments during toddlerhood, across such a wide range of activities, and in relation to parent
input. As such, they indicate a real need for naturalistic research on object play for children with
ASD and their TD peers, because these findings are unlikely to have emerged in other situations
such as solo free play and constrained lab interactions. However, exactly how touch behaviors
speak to fine and gross motor touching developments was not illuminated in the present research.
To compare these results to fine motor development literature in ASD, coding would need to
specify the actions that children completed with each object. Although the present results are
interesting, limitations of gender sampling, inadequate power, the lack of comparison between
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observations, standardized testing, and parent report measures of touch may also have
disadvantaged findings. Data was derived from a pre-existing longitudinal data-set in which few
high-verbal girls with ASD were included, making the sample homogeneous in terms of gender.
One importance reason to characterize girls is that they may have different symptomatology,
potentially explaining why they are so difficult to detect or diagnose. More children would need
to be included in the analyses so as to characterize differences in girls but also to localize more
subtle relationships. For instance, correlations between parent input and child touch might
emerge, as they have in previous studies, if more children were assessed. Group differences by
activity only emerged in book play but may have been more prominent with more data.
The current study offers some unique routes for future research. Future studies should
further examine how key characteristics of everyday play, such as object properties (i.e., shape,
size, affordance, etc.) as well as object clutter (i.e., number of objects), inform manual
engagement. While this study alludes to a role for some of these differences in organizing touch
behaviors, they are not directly tested. Present findings highlight increasing similarities between
groups, potentially because children were observed in their unconstrained natural habitat.
Analyzing touching to each object in the play interaction as well as indicating the hands touching
each object would provide a more precise measure of how these children distribute their manual
attention across space and time. Such measures should be compared to those derived from
standardized tests and parent report of motor achievement to better understand how moment-tomoment activities map onto largescale behavioral patterns.
4.6.

Implications for Early Learning Opportunities
For the typically developing children and their parents, the current study makes several

contributions to developmental research that may have significant implications for clinical
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application. The paradigms used in the present study highlight that manual exploration is context
dependent, and that by toddlerhood, infants are able to adapt their manual exploration based on
the context. This flexibility allows toddlers to differentially obtain haptic information about
target and distractor objects in their environment based on the activity that would then help guide
their actions during the activity. It is thus important to include assessments of multiple tasks
because this variability provides crucial insights into the flexibility of haptic exploration.
Children are flexible to the demands of their learning environment, in that based on activity, they
will switch from mostly target to mostly distractor to equivalent proportions of target and
distractor touching. While toy bag play is the most common task used in studies of child object
play development, these context dependencies suggest that researchers and clinicians should
examine learning gains across many different activities which may vary in level of goal
directedness, number of objects of different types, and affordances. This research implies that
fine motor behaviors may be critical to understand a child’s everyday experiences. As children
engage in new surroundings, where they direct their actions and how they might use them to
learn may also develop. Object touch may provide children with rich perceptual-motor feedback
that teaches them about object properties and categorical belonging.
The responsivity literature shows that parental and child behaviors are interconnected,
with child object touch shaping parent input and parent input shaping child object touch.
Although I did not find relations between these parent-child behaviors in this study, lack of
connections may be largely representative of the methodology and the way the data were coded.
However, as object touch profiles vary across tasks, these paradigms give us insights on how
parents change the amount and type of input by activity to support child learning experiences.
Anecdotally, this data indicates that in this age range, parents may be referring more to actions
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on objects and other object properties that are not really captured by simply coding object labels.
Parents may be giving input that can advance children’s play to more sophisticated forms in
terms of pretend play and to more advanced manual actions (combining objects, etc.) as well as
more advanced language use. So again, these paradigms would be important for developmental
researchers to systematically document the varying, adaptive nature of parental input during
shared play in toddlerhood and beyond and relate them to childrens’ learning outcomes.
With the specific objects used in this study, there seems to be stability in terms of object
touch and input profiles between 21 and 31 months of age for the typical development group. So,
by visit 1, children have learned how to optimally gain haptic information from objects during
play and parents are providing input that is geared towards these behaviors and activities. TD
children will examine and touch objects for large proportions of time in activity, providing them
with self-made crucial haptic information about object features. Previous research by Yu et al.
(2009) has found that children will use their hands to create visually salient instances critical for
parents to provide clear referential input for word learning. This touch data may thus have
implications for the quality of verbal input that children can obtain from their parents as they
acquire language.
For the ASD population, results also show context dependent findings in touch behaviors
similar to the TD group—both TD children and children with ASD are able to adapt touching
behaviors appropriately based on task. Results demonstrate the stability of object touch across
both visits, but groups do differ in amount of time spent touching objects. These data indicate
that FM behaviors, like touch, need to be assessed using various object-based paradigms beyond
infancy and would need to be possibly addressed in early intervention given that fine motor
differences might emerge around 12 months of age (LeBarton & Iverson, 2013) for children with
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ASD, potentially persisting through 31 months of age and may even continue until 41 months of
age. The main effects of group found in the present study align with other studies that also
advocate for the need for fine motor targets in the early intervention plan for young toddlers with
ASD. The lack of group differences at visit 4 may illustrate that children with ASD caught up to
TD children in terms of haptic exploration by visit 4 on the tasks included in the study. More
challenging and age-appropriate tasks may be needed to reveal subtle FM delays in infants with
ASD beyond 31 months since other research (Bhat, Landa, & Galloway, 2011) shows that such
FM delays persist well beyond infancy and toddlerhood and into late childhood and even into
adulthood. To tackle this difference, parents of toddlers could focus on providing children with
more opportunities to touch objects for longer periods of time and using many different
strategies. Clinicians can also use such paradigms to assess haptic exploration in toddlerhood and
also suggest similar tasks to parents to increase their child’s engagement with objects during
shared play tasks. These differences in object play could alter development in other domains.
Deficits in these behaviors may have cascading effects on developing cognitive abilities, in that
children who touch objects for a lower proportion of activity may not be using as many
exploration strategies to examine objects. For instance, reduced fine motor play can shrink the
types of object knowledge that toddlers with ASD acquire (Bourgeois et al., 2005). Varied taskbased opportunities are great to promote infants fine motor and cognitive development as well as
provide numerous opportunities for shared engagement and parental input that could scaffold
infants’ language development (verbal and non-verbal). Object touch abilities, such as fine motor
play, can be informative for developmental researchers and clinicians that seek to understand the
opportunities that children with ASD experience to learn effective verbal and nonverbal
communication skills (Iverson, 2010).
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Conclusion
The objective of the present study was to characterize the development of object touch in

toddlers with ASD and TD toddlers and how this haptic behavior changes with different
activities and parent input. Our results show that, ultimately, children with ASD showed delays
in motor behaviors like object touching but we extend this to also include differences in overall
proportions of time spent touching objects. Findings thus replicate previous work suggesting that
TD toddlers and toddlers with ASD only somewhat differ in manual engagement because
although broad measures of touch differed, there were also a lot of similar behavioral patterns
across groups for each activity. We thus further extend previous findings to show that different
objects appear to lead to different play characteristics largely irrespective of group status. Toy
bag play elicited touch patterns unique from all other activities in that they were target-focused
and other activities included significantly more distractor touching. Furthermore, parent input
findings show that parents also alter speech by activity, broadly focusing on targets, but this is
least evident during stacking play. At surface level, parent input during toy bag play contained
patterns similar to child touch, but input did not significantly relate to child touch behaviors.
Lack of significant results for relationships between parent input and child touch may be due to
the growing importance of contingent and sensitive behaviors in organizing the timing of play
rather than sheer occurrence counts. This study offers evidence encouraging collaborations
between developmental researchers and clinicians that could bear a paradigm that encompasses
multiple object exploration contexts for the early identification of FM delays. The development
of a task-sensitive paradigm is important for the field because it could provide intervention
contexts that enhance FM motor, cognitive, and social communication skills in toddlers with
ASD.
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics of the sample at visit 1.
Variable

TD Mean (95% CI)

ASD Mean (95% CI)

(SE)

t-stat

p

R2

ß

Age

20.14 (19.08 21.21)

31. 31 (29.47 33.15)

0.54 (0.94)

10.29

< .001

0.85

11.17

MSEL-NVIQ

Raw Score: 26.40 (18.20 34.60)
Age Equivalent: 59.60 (54.06 65.15)

Raw Score: 29.70 (26.36 32.04)
Age Equivalent: 45.20 (36.95 53.45)

4.19 (1.19)

2.13

< .05

0.20

4.00

MSEL-EL

Raw Score: 23.50 (19.53 27.47)
Age Equivalent : 41.60 (33.10 50.10)

Raw Score: 18.70 (15.75 21.65)
Age Equivalent: 46.40 (39.50 53.30)

2.02 (1.51)

1.90

0.07

0.17

4.80

MSEL-RL

Raw Score: 28.70 (25.29 32.11)
Age Equivalent: 58.40 (50.20 66.60)

Raw Score: 25.40 (23.50 27.30)
Age Equivalent: 49.30 (39.81 58.79)

0.97 (1.74)

1.66

0.12

0.13

3.30

ADOS Mod 1
– total score

0.10 (0.00 0.30)

11.3 (9.52 13.08)

0.10 (0.91)

12.27

< .001

0.89

11.20

Child word tokens

109.40 (23.60 195.11)

220.90 (122.14 319.66)

43.71 (50.39)

1.67

0.11

0.13

11.50

Child word types

30.90 (10.54 51.27)

69.00 (44.06 93.94)

10.39 (12.73)

2.32

< .05

0.23

38.10

Child MLU

1.44 (1.27 1.61)

1.72 (1.26 2.18)

0.09 (0.23)

1.11

0.28

0.06

0.28

Father’ s
education
(years past 8th
grade)

7.70 (6.15 9.25)

7.30 (5.67 8.93)

0.79 (0.83)

-0.35

0.73

0.007

-0.40

Mother’ s
education
(years past 8th
grade)

7.80 (6.38 9.23)

8.60 (7.46 9.74)

0.73 (0.58)

0.86

0.40

0.04

0.80
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Table 2
Descriptive statistics of the sample at visit 4.
Variable

TD Mean (95% CI)

ASD Mean (95% CI)

(SE)

t-stat

p

R2

ß

Age

32.43 (31.25 33.60)

42.68 (41.01 44.36)

0.60 (0.86)

9.98

< .001

0.85

10.26

MSEL-NVIQ

Raw Score: 39.10 (35.83 42.37)
Age Equivalent: 66.50 (58.79 74.21)

Raw Score: 41.56 (38.01 45.11)
Age Equivalent: 56.00 (44.48 67.52)

1.67 (1.81)

1.00

0.33

0.06

2.46

Child word tokens

569.40 (400.09 738.71)

463.11 (346.97 579.25)

86.38 (59.26)

-0.98

0.34

0.05

-106.30

Child word types

136.90 (116.95 156.85)

1.28.44 (96.35 160.54)

10.18 (16.38)

-0.45

0.66

0.01

-8.36

Child MLU

2.76 (2.41 3.11)

2.95 (2.32 3.57)

0.18 (0.32)

0.54

0.60

0.02

0.19
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Table 3
List of possible target objects by activity.
Directions
Activity
Get child’s attention to play with toys in
Toy Bag
that bag or that bag itself
Look at a book with the child, turn pages
Book Reading
and point to/label pictures
Build a tower and knock it down
Stacking
Parent directs child attention to balloon,
Balloon-blowblow up balloon, counts to three, and
up-and-release
releases balloon for child to chase

73

Possible Target Objects
Cloth bag, snake, stuffed bear, small
elephant, large elephant, sparkle wand
Any books
6 alphabet blocks or 5 nesting cups
Any balloons

Table 4
Mean and standard deviations for the percent of time touching targets.
Visit 1
Visit 4
Activities
Group
[Mean (SD)]
[Mean (SD)]
Toy Bag
74.50 (23.46)
85.93 (17.26)
TD
Non-Toy Bag
31.24 (18.11)
29.91 (32.05)
Toy Bag
81.02 (29.53)
74.85 (31.74)
ASD
Non-Toy Bag
65.14 (30.76)
59.51 (31.13)
Toy Bag
77.39 (25.72)
80.68 (25.08)
Across Groups
Non-Toy Bag
41.84 (24.66)
36.67 (18.70)
Note. Percentages of touching equal 100% when distractor is added in.

Across Visits
[Mean (SD)]
80.21 (20.89)
30.57 (14.71)
77.75 (29.92)
48.52 (24.57)
79.08 (25.09)
39.32 (21.83)

Table 5
Mean and standard deviations for the percent of time touching targets in each
activity collapsing across visits 1 and 4.
TD
ASD
Across All Children
Activities
[Mean (SD)]
[Mean (SD)]
[Mean (SD)]
Toy Bag
80.21 (20.89)
77.75 (29.92)
79.08 (25.09)
Book Reading
11.28 (23.34)
56.78 (38.66)
34.03 (39.03)
Stacking
30.05 (31.36)
44.85 (38.41)
37.26 (35.31)
Balloon
52.64 (39.78)
43.94 (41.76)
48.29 (40.47)

Table 6
Observed number of target and distractor touchers across
both visits.
# of Target
# of Distractor
Group
Activity
Touchers
Touchers
Toy Bag
10
0
TD
Book
0
10
Stacking
3
7
Balloon
4
6
Toy Bag
8
2
Book
5
5
ASD
Stacking
4
6
Balloon
4
6

Table 7
Results from single sample t-test examining differences between mean values of
percent parent utterances about targets in each activity collapsing across visits 1
and 4 as well as across TD and ASD groups. Test value for comparison was µ = 50.
df
p
d (95% CI)
Activities Mean (SD)
t stat
36
<.001
9.57 (7.27 11.74)
Toy Bag
95.74 (4.78)
58.21
37
<.001
3.34 (2.52 4.16)
Book
94.11 (13.19)
20.62
38
<.001
1.33 (0.90 1.76)
Stacking
81.95 (23.96)
8.33
37
<.001
3.40 (2.56 4.23)
Balloon
94.82 (13.17)
20.97
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Figure 1

Figure 2. Percentages of touching target and distractor objects by activity for TD children (left)
and children with ASD (right) collapsing values across visits. p < .05 = *, p < .001 = ***
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Figure 3. These graphs depict the percent of touching target and distractor objects by activity and
group collapsing across visits. The dashed line represents children with equal preferences for
target and distractor objects. Positive values indicate a participant’s tendency to spend a greater
percentage of time in activity touching the target object. Negative values indicate a participant’s
tendency to spend a greater percentage of time in activity touching the distractor objects.
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Appendix: Supplementary Information

Appendix Table 1
Visit 1 duration (in minutes) of time parent and child spent in each activity.
Group
TD

𝑋̅
95% CI
SE
ASD

𝑋̅
95% CI
SE
t-stat
p
R2

Dyad
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Toy Bag
2.98
1.66
2.00
3.39
1.68
4.16
1.92
1.98
3.80
3.22
2.68
2.10 3.26
0.30
--2.10
1.58
2.58
3.13
--2.67
1.65
4.27
1.81
2.47
1.84 3.10
0.32
-0.47
0.64
0.01

Book
Reading
3.22
1.76
1.25
3.32
--2.36
1.05
6.12
0.50
2.18
2.42
1.32 3.52
0.56
3.31
3.00
3.15
1.12
2.68
3.88
1.65
2.44
3.09
2.63
2.7
2.20 3.20
0.26
0.46
0.65
0.01

Stacking
3.23
2.61
1.51
2.30
0.96
3.13
1.88
1.21
1.46
1.59
1.99
1.50 2.48
0.25
0.13
1.35
2.81
0.91
3.70
3.02
2.83
1.57
1.52
2.08
1.99
1.31 2.67
0.35
0.01
0.99
<.001

Balloon-blowup-and-release
1.56
3.71
1.49
2.36
1.19
2.20
1.66
--2.41
1.15
1.97
1.44 2.50
0.27
1.64
1.02
2.08
1.25
2.22
2.60
2.44
1.66
1.57
2.59
1.91
1.56 2.26
0.18
-0.20
0.84
0.002
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Appendix Table 2
Visit 4 durations (in minutes) of time parent and child spent in each activity.
Group

Dyad

Toy Bag

TD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3.24
2.83
3.79
3.29
3.59
3.14
2.26
2.57
2.30
2.24
2.93
2.57 3.28
0.18
1.36
4.20
3.53
3.72
2.64
2.71
2.05
2.40
--3.76
2.93
2.32 3.54
0.31
0.01
0.99
<.001

𝑋̅
95% CI
SE

ASD

𝑋̅
95% CI
SE
t-stat
p
R2

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Book
Reading
4.27
4.21
3.14
7.61
5.73
6.36
3.98
2.92
4.65
3.02
4.59
3.63 5.55
0.49
2.26
6.86
2.80
3.98
3.67
2.45
3.10
2.63
--3.89
3.53
2.60 4.43
0.47
-1.58
0.13
0.13

Stacking
2.37
3.16
1.07
1.47
1.70
3.09
3.10
2.12
2.13
2.32
2.25
1.81 2.70
0.23
1.69
2.96
1.32
1.99
2.04
1.82
1.53
0.56
--1.33
1.69
1.27 2.10
0.22
-1.77
0.09
0.16

Balloon-blowup-and-release
1.87
3.12
1.12
2.87
1.54
3.10
2.36
3.65
2.98
1.80
2.44
1.93 2.95
0.26
2.23
0.72
2.83
2.54
4.19
4.53
4.22
2.69
--3.74
3.08
2.28 3.87
0.41
1.34
0.20
0.10
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Appendix Table 3
Mean percent of time touching (and standard deviations) for Toy Bag vs. Non-Toy Bag
activities at visit 1. The denominator was total time spent in activity.
TD
ASD
Across All Children
Activity
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
Toy Bag
Target
49.78 (14.78)
43.18 (24.31)
46.85 (19.25)
Distractor
19.05 (19.12)
11.12 (19.78)
15.52 (19.27)
Both Target and
4.86 (11.43)
2.06 (4.08)
3.61 (8.84)
Distractor
No Object Touching
26.31 (15.14)
43.65 (20.84)
34.01 (19.46)
Non- Toy Bag
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Object Touching

15.18 (9.72)
47.17 (17.09)
3.34 (2.07)

22.66 (16.88)
20.04 (17.15)
4.08 (7.23)

18.92 (13.95)
33.60 (21.71)
3.71 (5.19)

34.31 (14.43)

53.22 (18.08)

43.77 (18.64)

Appendix Table 4
Mean percent of time touching (and standard deviations) for Toy Bag vs. Non-Toy Bag
activities at visit 4. The denominator was total time spent in activity.
TD
ASD
Across All Children
Activity
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
Toy Bag
Target
61.06 (17.60)
49.80 (26.33)
55.73 (22.28)
Distractor
9.87 (11.54)
13.42 (12.28)
11.55 (11.70)
Both Target and
6.89 (9.98)
5.54 (11.15)
6.25 (10.27)
Distractor
No Object Touching
22.19 (13.88)
31.23 (22.73)
26.47 (18.64)
Non- Toy Bag
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Object Touching

15.13 (6.32)
46.82 (10.78)
2.69 (3.14)

21.58 (10.35)
30.78 (19.81)
1.40 (2.61)

18.18 (8.86)
39.22 (17.32)
2.08 (2.89)

35.37 (11.06)

46.24 (21.85)

40.52 (17.45)
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Appendix Table 5
Mean percent of time touching (and standard deviations) for each Non-Toy Bag activity at
visit 1. The denominator was total time spent in activity.
TD
ASD
Across All Children
Non-Toy Bag Activities
[Mean (SD)]
[Mean (SD)]
[Mean (SD)]
Book Reading
Target
11.05 (17.79)
27.99 (30.85)
19.97 (26.31)
Distractor
54.73 (29.33)
13.26 (21.51)
32.90 (32.65)
Both Target and
1.21 (2.39)
10.38 (21.97)
6.03 (16.31)
Distractor
No Object Touching
33.02 (19.20)
48.37 (36.44)
41.10 (29.83)
Stacking
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Object Touching
Balloon
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Object Touching

24.11(26.66)
50.67 (32.94)
6.18 (5.01)

21.33 (21.29)
23.37 (25.68)
1.38 (4.20)

22.72 (23.52)
37.02 (31.98)
3.78 (5.13)

19.04 (10.19)

53.91 (24.28)

36.48 (25.47)

11.69 (13.87)
34.75 (42.13)
2.19 (3.35)

18.65 (19.90)
23.49 (29.92)
0.47 (1.14)

1.29 (2.53)
28.82 (35.64)
1.29 (2.53)

51.38 (36.81)

57.38 (29.62)

54.54 (32.41)
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Appendix Table 6
Mean percent of time touching (and standard deviations) for each Non-Toy Bag activity at
visit 4. The denominator was total time spent in activity.
TD
ASD
Across All Children
Non-Toy Bag Activities
[Mean (SD)]
[Mean (SD)]
[Mean (SD)]
Book Reading
Target
1.65 (1.79)
23.30 (24.36)
11.91 (19.72)
Distractor
66.67 (24.84)
24.47 (29.44)
46.68 (34.10)
Both Target and
4.45 (7.53)
0.48 (0.99)
2.57 (5.74)
Distractor
No Object Touching
27.22 (27.27)
51.75 (34.97)
38.83 (32.77)
Stacking
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Object Touching
Balloon
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Object Touching

17.97 (22.24)
46.89 (22.71)
1.62 (4.00)

24.52 (18.17)
38.66 (33.27)
0.08 (0.24)

21.08 (20.13)
42.99 (27.70)
0.89 (2.94)

33.52 (22.55)

36.73 (18.60)

35.04 (20.27)

25. 75 (17.28)
26.88 (31.86)
2.00 (3.09)

16.91 (18.99)
29.22 (21.91)
3.64 (7.73)

21.57 (18.17)
27.99 (26.87)
2.77 (5.66)

45.36 (28.75)

50.23 (28.47)

47.67 (27/92)
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Appendix Table 7
Means percent of utterances (and standard deviations) by object class, group, and activity at
visit 1. The denominator was total number of parent utterances in activity.
TD
ASD
Across All Children
Activity
[Mean (SD)]
[Mean (SD)]
[Mean (SD)]
Toy Bag
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Referential Words
Book Reading
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Referential Words
Stacking
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Referential Words
Balloon
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Referential Words

55.94 (11.48)
3.02 (3.80)
1.67 (3.63)

47.06 (16.97)
1.70 (1.62)
0.00 (0.00)

51.99 (14.46)
2.43 (3.03)
0.93 (2.78)

39.36 (14.50)

51.24 (16.94)

44.64 (16.32)

56.97 (20.65)
4.78 (7.27)
0.60 (1.79)

63.54 (10.07)
0.77 (1.12)
0.29 (0.90)

60.43 (15.86)
2.67 (5.33)
0.43 (1.36)

37.65 (14.27)

35.40 (9.16)

36.47 (11.57)

36.42 (12.00)
5.78 (6.98)
0.00 (0.00)

20.77 (14.35)
7.73 (15.13)
0.92 (2.06)

28.60 (15.17)
6.75 (11.51)
0.46 (1.49)

57.81 (11.29)

70.58 (15.47)

64.19 (14.72)

28.68 (14.14)
0.36 (1.08)
0.00 (0.00)

26.31 (9.32)
1.04 (2.22)
0.00 (0.00)

27.43 (11.57)
0.72 (1.76)
0.00 (0.00)

70.96 (14.10)

72.64 (9.07)

71.85 (11.41)
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Appendix Table 8
Means percent of utterances (and standard deviations) by object class, group, and activity at
visit 4. The denominator was total number of parent utterances in activity.
TD
ASD
Across All Children
Activity
[Mean (SD)]
[Mean (SD)]
[Mean (SD)]
Toy Bag
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Referential Words
Book Reading
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Referential Words
Stacking
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Referential Words
Balloon
Target
Distractor
Both Target and
Distractor
No Referential Words

57.00 (10.12)
1.85 (3.23)
0.27 (0.85)

45.92 (13.19)
2.75 (5.17)
0.28 (0.83)

51.75 (12.68)
2.28 (4.16)
0.27 (0.82)

40.88 (10.84)

51.05 (10.66)

45.69 (11.69)

63.71 (8.60)
2.17 (4.51)
1.24 (2.72)

62.46 (7.68)
0.71 (0.75)
0.28 (0.90)

63.12 (7.97)
1.48 (3.32)
0.75 (2.04)

32.88 (6.77)

36.63 (7.97)

34.66 (7.41)

38.02 (11.70)
6.50 (6.76)
2.37 (3.17)

31.98 (15.34)
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